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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

O
wing to the advances in computing and communication technologies, re-
cent years have witnessed a growing interest towards cyber-physical systems

(CPSs), i.e., systems where physical processes are monitored/controlled via embed-
ded computers and networks [32, 57]. The concept of CPSs is extremely appealing
for automation but it also raises many theoretical and practical challenges. In par-
ticular, the security of CPSs has triggered the attention towards networked control
in the presence of cyber attacks. In fact, unlike general-purpose computing systems
where attacks limit their impact to the cyber realm, attacks to CPSs can impact the
physical world: if the process under control is open-loop unstable, failures in the
plant-controller communication can possibly result in environmental damages.

The concept of cyber-physical security mostly concerns the security against
intelligent attacks. One usually classifies these attacks as either deceptive attacks
or Denial-of-Service (DoS). Deceptive attacks, e.g. bias injection and zero-dynamics
attacks, affect the integrity of transmitted data [18, 64]. Instead, DoS attacks
are meant to compromise the availability of data, e.g. in the presence of DoS,
communications are not possible [1, 71].

In this thesis, we will investigate the control of networked systems under DoS
attacks. In wireless networks, DoS attacks can be launched by emitting intentional
noise, also known as jamming, examples being constant, random and protocol-
aware jamming [15, 44, 61]. It is generally accepted that communication failures
induced by DoS can have a temporal profile quite different from the one exhibited
by genuine packet losses, as assumed in the majority of studies on networked
control; in particular, communication failures induced by DoS need not follow a
given class of probability distributions [1].

Recently, the resilience of control systems under DoS attacks has been studied
from the control-theoretic viewpoint, see [7, 8, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 34,
38, 46, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66, 67, 72, 75]. In [8], the authors consider a scenario
where malicious attacks and genuine packet losses coexist, in which the effect of
malicious attacks and random packet losses are merged and characterized by an
overall packet drop ratio. In [52], the authors investigate launching DoS attacks
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optimally to a network with genuine packet losses. Specifically, the attacker aims
at maximizing the estimation error with constrained energy. In [16], the authors
formulate a two-player zero-sum stochastic game framework to consider a remote
secure estimation problem, where the signals are transmitted over a multi-channel
network under DoS attacks. A game-theory-based model where transmitters and
jammers have multiple choices of sending and interfering power is considered
in [34]. The paper [67] investigates the stabilization problem of a discrete-time
output feedback system under quantization and DoS attacks. In the event of the
satisfaction of a certain norm condition, a lower bound of quantization level and an
upper bound of DoS duration are obtained together guaranteeing stability. In [27],
the authors consider the problem of finding optimal control and attack strategies
assuming a maximum number of jamming actions over a prescribed (finite) control
horizon. In [58], the authors consider DoS attacks in the form of pulse-width
modulated signals. The goal is to identify salient features of the DoS signal such as
maximum on/off cycle in order to suitably schedule the transmission times. For
the case of periodic jamming (of unknown period and duration), identification
schemes are proposed for de-synchronizing the transmission times from the DoS
signal. In [75], the authors investigate DoS from the attacker’s viewpoint where
the objective is to consume limited energy and maximize the effect induced by DoS
attacks. The paper [59] considers a stabilization problem where transmissions are
event-based and the network is corrupted by periodic DoS attacks.

In [12, 13], a framework is introduced where no assumption is made regarding
the “structure” of the DoS attack signal. A general model is considered that
constrains DoS only in terms of its frequency and duration. The main contribution
is an explicit characterization of DoS frequency and duration for which closed-loop
stability can be preserved by means of state-feedback controllers. Building on this
framework, extensions have been considered dealing with dynamic controllers
[17], nonlinear [46] and distributed [23, 56] systems.

1.2 Thesis outline

Building on the class of DoS attacks in [12, 13], in this thesis, we investigate the
stabilization problems of networked control systems under DoS attacks. Specifically,
in Chapters 3-6, centralized control systems are designed in order to improve the
robustness against DoS, as compared with the one achievable using pure static
state-feedback control. In particular, Chapters 3-5 study co-located control architec-
ture, that is an architecture where the controllers are co-located with the process
actuators. The rationale of putting Chapter 4 after Chapter 3 is because they both
investigate the case of full-state measurements, and Chapter 4 extends the results of
Chapter 3 taking the quantization effect into consideration. Chapter 5 investigates
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the case of general state-output measurements. Relaxing the assumption of co-
location, Chapter 6 investigates remote control architectures, that is architectures
where both measurement and actuation channels are networked. Different from the
problem settings of centralized control in Chapters 3-6, in Chapter 7, we consider
the stabilization of distributed systems under DoS attacks. We briefly outline the
contents of each chapter.

• In Chapter 2, notation, a class of DoS attacks and the lemmas derived from
the class of DoS attacks are introduced.

• In Chapter 3, we investigate the case where the controller is co-located with
the process actuators. We also assume that process state is fully measurable
and the communication channel has infinite bandwidth. The results of this
chapter show that impulsive-like predictors make it possible to maximize the
amount of DoS that one can tolerate for the class of DoS signals introduced
in [12, 13].

• In Chapter 4, we still assume that state of the plant are fully measurable
by sensors, and controller and process actuators are co-located. Then, we
generalize the problem in Chapter 3 by considering a limited bandwidth
network, i.e., the transmitted signals have quantization effect. First, a control
framework with overflow-free quantization systems is designed in order to
properly quantize data. We show that the sufficient condition of bit rate for
stabilization depends on the unstable eigenvalues of the system matrix of the
process as well as the DoS parameters.

• Chapter 5 extends the analysis of Chapter 3 to the case of general output
system. Inspired by the results on finite-time observers [24, 55], we focus the
attention on impulsive controllers, which makes use of dynamical observers
with measurements-triggered state resetting. The obtained result relates the
observability index to the robustness of the system under DoS attacks. By
resorting to a more complex design, one can also recover the result in Chapter
3, i.e. decouple the observability index from the result.

• In Chapter 6, a remote resilient control algorithm is developed. By “remote”,
we mean that the controller and process actuators are no longer co-located.
Instead, the communication between them is networked and possibly under
DoS attacks, which changes the co-location problems in Chapters 3-5 signif-
icantly. With the application of “packet-based control” and “buffering”, we
characterize the buffer capacity, larger than which stability of the closed-loop
system can be preserved.

• In Chapter 6, we consider the stabilizing control of distributed systems under
DoS attacks. Under this problem setting, we characterize the frequency and
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duration of DoS attacks, under which the stability of the interconnected
distributed systems is guaranteed.

The detailed contributions of each chapter will be presented therein.

1.3 Publication during PhD

Journal papers

• S. Feng and P. Tesi. Resilient control under Denial-of-Service: Robust design.
Automatica, 79:42–51, 2017. (Chapter 5)

• S. Feng and P. Tesi. Networked control systems under Denial-of-Service:
Co-located vs. remote architectures. Systems & Control Letters, 108:40–47,
2017. (Chapter 6)

• S. Feng, A. Cetinkaya, H. Ishii, P. Tesi and C. De Persis. Data rates for
stabilizing control under Denial-of-Service attacks, submitted, 2018.

• S. Feng, P. Tesi, and C. De Persis. Stabilization of distributed systems under
Denial-of-Service, in preparation, 2018.

Conference papers

• S. Feng and P. Tesi. Resilient control under Denial-of-Service: Robust design.
In 2016 American Control Conference, pages 4737—4742, 2016. (Chapter 3)

• S. Feng and P. Tesi. Networked systems under Denial-of-Service: Co-located
vs. remote control architectures. 20th IFAC World Congress, 50(1):2627 —
2632, 2017. (Preliminary version of Chapter 6)

• S. Feng, P. Tesi, and C. De Persis. Towards stabilization of distributed systems
under Denial-of-Service. IEEE 56th Annual Conference on Decision and Control,
pages 5360—5365, 2017. (Chapter 7)

• S. Feng, A. Cetinkaya, H. Ishii, P. Tesi and C. De Persis. Data rates for
stabilizing control under Denial-of-Service attacks, submitted, 2018. (Chapter
4)



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we will introduce the preliminaries about DoS attacks and the
lemmas derived from the assumptions of DoS attacks.

2.1 Notation

The notation in this thesis is as follows.
We denote by R the set of real numbers.
Given b ∈ R, R>b and R>b denote the sets of real numbers no smaller than b

and real numbers greater than b, respectively; R≤b and R<b represent the sets of
real numbers no larger than b and real numbers smaller than b, respectively.

Let Z denote the set of integers. For any c ∈ Z, we denote Zc := {c, c+ 1, . . .}.
Given a vector o, ‖o‖ is its Euclidean norm.
Given a matrix C, ‖C‖ represents its spectral norm, which equals the square root

of the largest eigenvalue of CTC, where CT is the transpose of C.
Given a matrix D, the logarithmic norm of D equals the largest eigenvalue of

D+DT
2 .
Given a measurable function F : R>0 7→ Rn and a time interval [0, t], we denote

the L∞ norm of F(·) on [0, t] by ‖Ft‖∞ := sups∈[0,t]‖F(s)‖. We say that F is
bounded if its L∞ norm is finite on R>0.

Given an interval I, |I| denotes its length, and given a set S =
⋃
k Ik consisting

of a countable union of intervals Ik, |S| denotes its Lebesgue measure.
Given a signal G, G(t−) denotes the limit from below of G(t) at t.
Given a scalar H ∈ R, |H| denotes its absolute value.
Let bxc represent the floor function defined by bxc = max{k ∈ Z|k ≤ x}. The

symbol dxe denotes the ceiling function being dxe = min{k ∈ Z|k ≥ x}.
Given two sets A and E , where A is the subset of E , E\A denotes the set of all

elements belonging to E , but not to A.

2.2 Assumptions – Time-constrained DoS

We refer to DoS as the phenomenon for which some transmission attempts may fail.
For example, suppose there is a shared communication channel with the presence
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of a malicious DoS attacker, and the legitimate nodes sharing this channel can only
transmit when the channel is idle (no node including malicious and non-malicious
ones is occupying this channel). When the channel is not idle maliciously caused
by the attacker, the legitimate nodes cannot communicate through the channel
[15, 44, 61].

We denote by {tk}k∈Z0 = {t0, t1, ...} the sequence of the instants of transmission
attempts, where t0 < t1 < .... We will assume that the interval between two
consecutive transmission attempts is constant, then one has

tk+1 − tk = ∆ (2.1)

where ∆ ∈ R>0 is the sampling interval and t0 = 0 without loss of generality.
Due to the DoS attacks, some transmission attempts fail and some succeed. We
shall denote by {sr}r∈Z0

= {s0, s1, . . .} ⊆ {tk}k∈Z0
, s0 > t0, the sequence of time

instants at which the signals from sensor to controller are successfully transmitted,
in which s0 < s1 < s2, ....

Following [13], we consider a general DoS model that constrains the attacker
action in time by only posing limitations on the frequency of DoS attacks and their
duration. Let {hn}n∈Z0

, h0 > 0, denote the sequence of DoS off/on transitions, i.e.,
the time instants at which DoS exhibits a transition from zero (transmissions are
possible) to one (transmissions are not possible). Hence,

Hn := {hn} ∪ [hn, hn + τn[ (2.2)

represents the n-th DoS time-interval, of a length τn ∈ R>0, over which the network
is in DoS status. If τn = 0, then Hn is the set containing the single element hn,
which represents the phenomenon of a single DoS pulse at hn. Given τ, t ∈ R>0

with t > τ , let n(τ, t) denote the number of DoS off/on transitions over [τ, t[, and
let

Ξ(τ, t) :=
⋃
n∈Z0

Hn

⋂
[τ, t] (2.3)

denote the subset of [τ, t] where the network is in DoS status.
We make the following assumptions.

Assumption 2.1. (DoS frequency). There exist constants η ∈ R>0 and τD ∈ R>∆

such that

n(τ, t) 6 η +
t− τ
τD

(2.4)

for all τ, t ∈ R>0 with t > τ . �
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Assumption 2.2. (DoS duration). There exist constants κ ∈ R>0 and T ∈ R>1

such that

|Ξ(τ, t)| 6 κ+
t− τ
T

(2.5)

for all τ, t ∈ R>0 with t > τ . �

Remark 2.3. The rationale behind Assumption 2.1 is that occasionally DoS can
occur at a rate faster than ∆ but the average interval between consecutive DoS
triggering is greater than ∆. By Assumption 2.1, one may in fact have intervals
where hn+1 − hn 6 ∆, hence intervals where n(τ, t) is greater than or equal
to the maximum number d(t − τ)/∆e of transmission attempts that may occur
within [τ, t[. However, over large time windows, i.e., when the term (t − τ)/τD
is predominant compared to η, the number of DoS triggering is at most of the
order of (t− τ)/τD. Assumption 2.2 expresses a similar requirement with respect
to the DoS duration. In fact, it expresses the property that, on the average, the
time over which communication is interrupted does not exceed a certain fraction of
time, as specified by the constant T ∈ R>1. Similarly to η, the constant κ ∈ R>0

plays the role of a regularization term. It is needed because during a DoS interval,
one has |Ξ(hn, hn + τn)| = τn > τn/T since T > 1. Accordingly, κ serves to
make Assumption 2.2 consistent. Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are general enough to
capture many different types of DoS attacks, including trivial, periodic, random and
protocol-aware jamming attacks [15, 61]; see [13] for a more detailed discussion.

�

Remark 2.4. Unless other conditions are imposed, both the requirements τD > ∆

and T > 1 are necessary in order for the stabilization problem to be well-posed.
In fact, if τD = ∆ then the DoS signal characterized by the pair (hn, τn) = (tk, 0)

satisfies Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with η = 1, κ = 0 and T = ∞ destroys any
communication attempt, where {tk}k=0,1,2... is the sequence of the instants of
transmission attempts. Likewise, in case T = 1 then the DoS signal characterized
by (h0, τ0) = (0,∞) satisfies Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with η = 1, κ = 0 and
τD =∞ destroys any communication attempt. �

With Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, we are not to predict or model any specific
behavior(s) of an attacker. In contrast, we are specifying boundaries within which
an attacker can behave. These “boundaries” are flexible enough to capture several
attack behaviors (e.g. constant, random and protocol aware jamming), i.e. it can
model any one or combination of attack patterns. An attacker complying with
these hypotheses can induce short and frequent packet dropouts (which is close to
genuine packet losses), and/or sporadic attacks where each attack causes several
consecutive packet drops (which is close to “blackout” type of scenario). In this
way, Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 tolerate more uncertainty regarding the attacker
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strategy than the schemes which assume a specific attack policy. In Chapters 3-7,
we will show the sufficient conditions where if the boundaries of DoS attacks satisfy
certain conditions, then stability can be achieved.

Recall that {sr}r∈Z0 denotes the sequence of time instants at which the signals
from sensor to controller are successfully transmitted. The next lemma relates DoS
parameters and the time elapsing between successful transmissions.

Lemma 2.5. Consider the transmission attempts satisfying (2.1), along with DoS
attacks in Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. If 1

T + ∆
τD

< 1, then the sequence of successful
transmissions satisfies s0 6 Q and sr+1 − sr 6 Q+ ∆ for all r ∈ Z0, where

Q := (κ+ η∆)

(
1− 1

T
− ∆

τD

)−1

(2.6)

Proof. Let H̃n := Hn ∪ [hn + τn, hn + τn + ∆[ denote the n-th DoS interval
prolonged by one sampling. Also, given any time interval [τ, t], define Ξ̃(τ, t) :=⋃
n∈Z0

H̃n

⋂
[τ, t] and Θ(τ, t) := [τ, t]\Ξ̃(τ, t). The main idea for the proof relies on

the following argument. Given hn, we have

|Θ(hn, t)| = t− hn − |Ξ̃(hn, t)|
> t− hn − |Ξ(hn, t)| − n(hn, t)∆

> (t− hn)

(
1− 1

T
− ∆

τD

)
− κ− η∆ (2.7)

for all t > hn where the second inequality follows from Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2.
Condition |Θ(hn, t)| > 0 implies that [hn, t] contains a DoS-free interval of length
greater than ∆, which implies that at least one successful transmission occurs during
[hn, t]. We claim that a successful transmission always occurs within [hn, hn +Q].
Note that we cannot prove this fact directly via (2.7) since |Θ(hn, hn +Q)| might
be zero. We prove instead that if the claim were false then there would exist a
time t > hn + Q such that |Θ(hn, t)| = 0, which is not possible since, by (2.7),
|Θ(hn, t)| > 0 for all t > hn + Q. Suppose that a successful transmission does
not occur within [hn, hn + Q]. Let t∗ denote the last transmission attempt over
[hn, hn+Q]. By hypothesis, since |Θ(hn, t∗)| = 0 then t∗ must be contained in a DoS
interval so that |Θ(hn, t∗ + ∆)| = 0. Moreover, because t∗ is the last transmission
attempt over [hn, hn + Q] we must have t∗ + ∆ > hn + Q. However, in view of
(2.7) this yields |Θ(hn, t∗ + ∆)| > 0 which contradicts |Θ(hn, t∗ + ∆)| = 0. Hence,
a successful transmission always occurs within [hn, hn +Q].

Based on these arguments, the proof can be finalized. Consider first s0 6 Q.
If s0 = 0 is successful then the claim holds trivially. Suppose instead that t0 = 0

is unsuccessful. Then h0 = 0. By the above arguments, we have one successful
transmission no later than h0 + Q and hence no later than Q. Consider next
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sr+1 − sr 6 Q+ ∆. If sr + ∆ is successful then the claim holds trivially. Suppose
instead that sr + ∆ is unsuccessful. Since sr is successful, a DoS must occur within
]sr, sr + ∆]. Hence, we must have hn ∈]sr, sr + ∆] for some r ∈ Z0. By the above
arguments, we have one successful transmission no later than hn +Q, and hence
no later than sr +Q+ ∆. �

The following lemma presents the relationship between DoS parameters, time
and the number of successful transmissions therein.

Lemma 2.6. Consider the DoS attacks characterized by Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2.
The number of successful transmissions within the interval [s0, sr[, which is denoted
by TS(s0, sr), satisfies

TS(s0, sr) ≥
1− 1

T −
∆
τD

∆
(sr − s0)− κ+ η∆

∆
(2.8)

where sr ≥ s0 and ∆ is as in (2.1).

Proof. Consider an interval [s0, sr] with sr ≥ s0 and let Hn represent the
n-th DoS time-interval within [s0, sr] here. One can verify that the number of
unsuccessful transmissions during Hn is no larger than τn

∆ + 1. Hence the number
of unsuccessful transmissions during [s0, sr], denoted by TU (s0, sr), satisfies

TU (s0, sr) ≤
n(s0,sr)−1∑

k=0

(
τk
∆

+ 1)

≤ |Ξ(s0, sr)|
∆

+ n(s0, sr) (2.9)

Let TA(s0, sr) = sr−s0
∆ + 1 denote the number of total transmission attempts

during [s0, sr]. Note that TA(s0, sr) and TS(s0, sr) are defined corresponding to the
intervals [s0, sr] and [s0, sr[, respectively. Therefore TS(s0, sr) satisfies

TS(s0, sr) = TA(s0, sr)− TU (s0, sr)− 1

≥
1− 1

T −
∆
τD

∆
(sr − s0)− κ+ η∆

∆
(2.10)

�

Remark 2.7. In the scenario of a reliable network (T = τd =∞ and κ = η = 0), Q
in Lemma 2.5 becomes zero, and TU (s0, sr) = 0 implies TS(s0, sr) = TA(s0, sr)− 1.
This means that every transmission attempt ends up with a successful transmis-
sion. Thus, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 describe the functioning of a standard periodic
transmission policy. �
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In Chapters 3-6, Lemma 2.5 is essential for the developments of the results
therein, and Lemma 2.6 will be applied for obtaining the results in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Resilient control under DoS

This chapter is concerned with a full-state output system under DoS attacks. We
consider a control system in which the measurement channel (sensor-to-controller
channel) is networked with infinite bandwidth and the control system is co-located
with the actuator, see Figure 3.1. The attacker’s objective is to induce closed-loop
instability by interrupting the plant-controller communication.

Process Sensor Transm.

Receiver

Network 
with DoS

Control system

Actuator
y

d n

n

u

Figure 3.1: Controller-actuator co-location architecture

In [12, 13], the problem of achieving robustness against DoS has been analyzed
for the case of static feedback laws. From the perspective of securing robustness
against DoS, static feedback has inherent limitations. In fact, using static feedback
one generates control updates only when new measurements become available.
Intuitively, this limitation can be overcome by considering dynamic controllers.
In particular, a natural approach is to equip the control system with prediction
capabilities so as reconstruct the missing measurements from available data during
the DoS periods. Prompted by the above considerations, this chapter discusses
the design of predictor-based controllers in the context of DoS-resilient networked
control. Inspired by recent results on finite-time state observers [24, 55], we fo-
cus attention on impulsive-like predictors consisting of dynamic observers with
measurements-triggered state resetting. Both analog and sampled-data implemen-
tations are discussed, and compared.

While the idea of using predictor-based controllers is intuitive, the result is
perhaps surprising. In fact, this chapter shows that impulsive-like predictors make
it possible to maximize the amount of DoS that one can tolerate for the class of DoS
signals introduced in Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2.
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3.1 Framework

3.1.1 Process dynamics and network

The process to be controlled is given by
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + d(t)

y(t) = x(t) + n(t)

x(0) = x0

(3.1)

where t ∈ R>0; x ∈ Rnx is the process state, u ∈ Rnu is the control input and
y ∈ Rnx is the measurement; A and B are matrices of appropriate size with (A,B)

being stabilizable; d ∈ Rnx and n ∈ Rnx are unknown (bounded) disturbance and
noise signals, respectively.

As shown in Figure 3.1, in this chapter we assume that only the measurement
channel is networked and subject to DoS status. The former implies that measure-
ments are sent only at discrete time instants. Recall that {tk}k∈Z0

and {sr}r∈Z0

denote the sequence of transmission attempt instants and the sequence of instants
of successful transmissions, respectively. The interval between two consecutive
transmission attempts is constant equal to ∆ as in (2.1).

3.1.2 Control objective

The objective is to design a controller K, possibly dynamic, in such a way that the
closed-loop system in Figure 3.1 is stable despite the occurrence of DoS periods. In
this chapter, by closed-loop stability we mean that all the signals in the closed-loop
system are bounded for any initial condition x0 and bounded noise and disturbance
signals, and converge to zero in the event that the noise and disturbance signals
converge to zero.

3.1.3 Contribution of this chapter

In [13], the problem of achieving robustness against DoS has been analyzed for
the case of static feedback laws

u(t) =

0, t ∈ [0, s0[

Ky(sr), t ∈ [sr, sr+1[,
r ∈ Z0 (3.2)

where K is a state-feedback matrix designed in such a way that all the eigenvalues
of Φ = A+ BK have negative real parts. For this scenario, a characterization of
stabilizing transmission policies was given in [13]. We summarize below this result.
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Theorem 3.1. Consider the process (3.1) under a control action as in (3.2). Given
any positive definite matrix M , let P denote the solution of the Lyapunov equation
ΦTP + P Φ +M = 0. Let the transmission policy in (2.1) be such that

∆ 6
1

λA
ln

[(
σ

1 + σ

)
1

max{‖Φ‖, 1}
λA + 1

]
(3.3)

if λA > 0, and

∆ 6

(
σ

1 + σ

)
1

max{‖Φ‖, 1}
(3.4)

if λA 6 0, where λA is the logarithmic norm of A and σ is a positive constant satisfying
γ1 − σγ2 > 0, where γ1 is equal to the smallest eigenvalue of M and γ2 := ‖2PBK‖.
Then, the closed-loop system is stable for any DoS sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1
and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and T such that

1

T
+

∆

τD
<

ω1

ω1 + ω2
(3.5)

where ω1 := (γ1 − γ2σ)/2α2 and ω2 := 2γ2/α1, where α1 and α2 denote the smallest
and largest eigenvalue of P , respectively. �

Inequality (3.5) provides an explicit characterization of the robustness degree
against DoS that static feedback policies can achieve. This characterization relates
the DoS parameters τD and T with the transmission period ∆ and the control
system parameters via ω1 and ω2, which depend on choice of the state-feedback
matrix K.

Clearly, increasing the right-hand side of (3.5) increases the intensity of DoS
that the control system can tolerate. However, with static feedback it is difficult
to obtain large values for the right-hand side of (3.5). The underlying reason
is that static feedback has the inherent limitation of generating control updates
only when new measurements become available, and this possibly reflects in small
values for the right-hand side of (3.5). We refer the reader to paper [13] for
the calculation of the right-hand side of (3.5). Intuitively, this limitation can be
overcome by equipping the controller with prediction capabilities, with the idea
of compensating DoS by reconstructing the missing measurements from available
data. In the next section, it is shown that using predictor-based controllers one can
achieve closed-loop stability whenever

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1 (3.6)

holds true, in the scenario where the process state is measurable by sensors.
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In fact, this is the best possible bound that one can achieve for DoS signals
satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Indeed, if we denote by S(τD, T ) the class of
DoS signals for which (3.6) is not satisfied, then S(τD, T ) always contains DoS
signals for which stability is destroyed. Examples are DoS signals characterized by
(τD, T ) = (∆,∞) and (τD, T ) = (∞, 1); cf. Remark 2.4.

3.2 Main results

The theoretical analysis for analog predictor-based controllers is presented first and
afterwards we will further extend our work to sampled-data implementations.

3.2.1 Analog predictor-based controller

The considered predictor-based controller consists of two parts: prediction and
state-feedback. As for the prediction part, we consider an impulsive predictor,
whose dynamics is given by{

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) +Bu(t), t 6= sr

x̂(t) = y(t), t = sr
(3.7)

with initial condition

x̂(0) =

{
y(0), if s0 = 0

0, otherwise
(3.8)

where x̂ denotes the prediction of x, t ∈ R>0 and r ∈ Z0. By construction the
solution x̂ is continuous from the right everywhere.

In view of the static feedback controller, the state-feedback matrix is an arbitrary
matrix K such that all the eigenvalues of Φ = A + BK have negative real parts.
Then, the control input applied to the process (and the predictor) is given by

u(t) = Kx̂(t) (3.9)

where t ∈ R>0.
The predictor differs from a classical asymptotic observer due to the jumps

(triggered by successful transmissions) in the state. The reason for considering an
impulsive-like predictor rather than an asymptotic one is the following. Let

e(t) := x̂(t)− x(t) (3.10)

denote the prediction error, where t ∈ R>0. The process dynamics can be therefore
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expressed as

ẋ(t) = Φx(t) +BKe(t) + d(t) (3.11)

where t ∈ R>0. Recall Theorem 3.1 that M is an arbitrary positive definite
matrix and P is the solution of the Lyapunov equation ΦTP + PΦ +M = 0. Let
V (x) = xTPx. Its derivative along the solutions to (3.11), satisfies

V̇ (x(t)) 6 −γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ2‖x(t)‖‖e(t)‖+ γ3‖x(t)‖‖d(t)‖ (3.12)

for all t ∈ R>0, where γ1 is the smallest eigenvalue of M , γ2 = ‖2PBK‖ and
γ3 := ‖2P‖. From the last expression one sees that stability depends on the
magnitude of e. In this respect, the dynamics of e obeys ė(t) = Ae(t)− d(t), t 6= sr

e(t) = n(t), t = sr

(3.13)

where t ∈ R>0 and r ∈ Z0. One sees from the second equation of (3.13) that
resetting the predictor state makes it possible to reset e to the value of the noise at
sr (the noise is assumed to be bounded) whenever a new measurement becomes
available. In turn, Lemma 2.5 ensures that a resetting does always occur in a finite
time. These two properties guarantee boundedness of e for all t > s0.

In particular, we have the following result.

Lemma 3.2. Consider the process (3.1) with the predictor-based controller (3.7)-
(3.9) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Consider any DoS sequence satisfying
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and T satisfying (3.6).
Then, there exists a positive constant ρ such that

‖e(t)‖ 6 ρ ‖wt‖∞ (3.14)

for all t ∈ R>s0 , where w =
[
dT nT

]T.

Proof. Consider any interval [sr, sr+1[, r ∈ Z0. By (3.13), we have

e(t) = eA(t−sr)n(sr)−
∫ t

sr

eA(t−τ)d(τ)dτ (3.15)

for all t ∈ [sr, sr+1[.
Recall that λA denotes the logarithmic norm of A. If λA 6 0, we obtain

‖e(t)‖ ≤ ‖n(sr)‖+ ‖dt‖∞(t− sr)
≤ ‖nt‖∞ + ‖dt‖∞(Q+ ∆) (3.16)
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for all t ∈ [sr, sr+1[, where the second inequality follows from Lemma 2.5. If
instead λA > 0, we have

‖e(t)‖6 eλA(t−sr)‖n(sr)‖+
1

λA

(
eλA(t−sr) − 1

)
‖dt‖∞

6 eλA(Q+∆)‖nt‖∞ +
1

λA

(
eλA(Q+∆) − 1

)
‖dt‖∞ (3.17)

where the second inequality follows again from Lemma 2.5. Hence, we conclude
that the claim holds with

ρ :=

{
1 +Q+ ∆, λA 6 0(

1 + 1
λA

)
eλA(Q+∆), λA > 0

(3.18)

�

Exploiting Lemma 3.2, we obtain the following stability result for analog con-
troller implementations.

Theorem 3.3. Consider the process (3.1) with the predictor-based controller (3.7)-
(3.9) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Then, the closed-loop system is stable
for any DoS sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and
with τD and T satisfying (3.6).

Proof. Consider the closed-loop dynamics for all t > s0. Notice that s0 is finite
by virtue of Lemma 2.5. In view of (3.12) and Lemma 3.2, we have

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ4‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ (3.19)

for all t ∈ R>s0 , where γ4 := γ2ρ+ γ3 with γ3 = ‖2P‖.
Observe that for any positive real ι0, the Young’s inequality yields

2‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ 6
1

ι0
‖x(t)‖2 + ι0‖wt‖2∞ (3.20)

Using this inequality with ι0 = γ4/γ1, straightforward calculations yield

V̇ (x(t)) 6 −ω3V (x(t)) + γ5‖wt‖2∞ (3.21)

for all t ∈ R>s0 , where ω3 := γ1/(2α2), γ5 := γ2
4/(2γ1) and α2 denotes the largest

eigenvalue of P . Accordingly, we obtain

V (x(t))≤ e−ω3(t−s0)V (x(s0)) +
γ5

ω3
‖wt‖2∞ (3.22)

for all t ∈ R>s0 . This shows that x remains bounded because s0 exists and is finite
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in view of Lemma 2.5. In turn, this implies that also x̂ remains bounded. Moreover,
in the event that disturbance and noise signals converge to zero, (3.13) implies
that e converges to zero. In turn, (3.12) implies that both x and x̂ also converge to
zero. �

Remark 3.4. The considered controller yields quite strong stability properties,
namely global exponential stability with finite bounds on the map from the dis-
turbance and noise signals to the process state. It is also interesting to observe
that, as long as the triplet (τD, T,∆) satisfies (3.6), ∆ can be chosen arbitrarily
(though large values of ∆ may affect the performance via γ5, which depends on ρ).
In particular, in the absence of DoS when T = τD =∞ and κ = η = 0, then (3.6)
is satisfied for any bounded value of ∆. This is due to the controller state resetting
mechanism. �

3.2.2 Sampled-data predictor-based controller

In this subsection, we extend the control algorithm to a sampled-data implementa-
tion. The substantial difference between analog and sampled-data implementations
is that in the latter the control action can be updated only at a finite rate. Because
of this, Lemma 3.2 does not hold any longer. As we will see, in order to recover a
boundedness inequality similar to the one in Lemma 3.2, constraints have to be
enforced on the sampling rate of the sampled-data controller.

Consider a sampled-data controller with sampling rate

δ =
∆

ι1
(3.23)

where ι1 is any positive integer. Choosing the controller sampling rate as a submul-
tiple of ∆ makes it possible to implement the controller as a sampled-data version
of (3.7), which is synchronized with the network transmission rate. Let Aδ = eAδ

and Bδ =
∫ δ

0
eAτBdτ . The sampled-data predictor is given by

x̂((q + 1)δ) = Aδα(qδ) +Bδu(qδ)

α(qδ) =


y(qδ), if qδ = sr

x̂(qδ), otherwise

x̂(0) = 0

(3.24)

where q ∈ Z0. The control action is given by

u(qδ) = Kα(qδ) (3.25)
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Similar to the analog implementation, also the sampled-data implementation is
equipped with a state resetting mechanism. Due to the discrete nature of the update
equations, the resetting mechanism is implemented using an auxiliary variable α.

The stability analysis follows the same steps as in the previous case. Let

φα(t) := α(qδ)− x(t) (3.26)

where t ∈ Iq := [qδ, (q + 1)δ[, q ∈ Z0. Hence, the process dynamics satisfies

ẋ(t) = Φx(t) +BKφα(t) + d(t) (3.27)

for all t ∈ Iq.
Given any positive definite matrix M , let P be the solution of the Lyapunov

equation ΦTP +PΦ +M = 0. Let V (x) = xTPx. Its derivative along the solutions
to (3.27), satisfies

V̇ (x(t)) 6 −γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ2‖x(t)‖‖φα(t)‖+ γ3‖x(t)‖‖d(t)‖ (3.28)

for all t ∈ Iq, where γ1 is the smallest eigenvalue of M , γ2 = ‖2PBK‖ and
γ3 = ‖2P‖. As in the previous case, stability depends on the magnitude of φα(t).
In this respect, the dynamics of φα satisfies φ̇α(t) = Aφα(t)− Φα(qδ)− d(t), t 6= sr

φα(t) = n(t), t = sr

(3.29)

for all t ∈ Iq.
The differential equation in (3.29) differs from its analog counterpart in (3.13)

due to the extra term Φα(qδ). Because of this, Lemma 3.2 breaks down. In order
to recover a property similar to the one established in Lemma 3.2, constraints
have to be enforced on the sampling rate of the sampled-data controller. This is
consistent with intuition, and simply indicates that the rate of control updates
has to be sufficiently fast. In this respect, letting δ = ∆/ι1 allows to differentiate
between controller sampling rate and transmission rate, maintaining ∆ possibly
large.

Lemma 3.5. Consider the process (3.1) with predictor-based controller (3.24)-(3.25)
under a periodic transmission policy as in (2.1). Consider any DoS sequence satisfying
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and T satisfying (3.6).
Let the controller sampling rate be such that

δ 6
1

λA
ln

[(
σ

1 + σ

)
1

max{‖Φ‖, 1}
λA + 1

]
(3.30)
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if λA > 0, and

δ 6

(
σ

1 + σ

)
1

max{‖Φ‖, 1}
(3.31)

if λA 6 0, where λA is the logarithmic norm of A and σ is a positive constant satisfying
γ1 − σγ2 > 0, where γ1 is equal to the smallest eigenvalue of M and γ2 := ‖2PBK‖.
Then, there exists a positive constant ρ̃ such that

‖φα(t)‖ 6 σ‖x(t)‖+ ρ̃ ‖wt‖∞ (3.32)

for all t ∈ R>s0 .

Proof. Consider any interval [sr, sr+1[, r ∈ Z0, and any controller sampling
instant qδ ∈ [sr, sr+1[. The proof is divided into two steps. In the first step, we
provide an upper bound on the error dynamics φα at the controller sampling
time qδ. Second, we provide an upper bound on the error dynamics φα between
controller inter-samplings. In turn, this provides an upper bound on φα over the
whole interval [sr, sr+1[, and, hence, over t ∈ R>s0 .

For the sake of convenience, we will relate a controller update instant qδ with a
successful transmission instant sr via the expression

qδ = sr + pδ (3.33)

where p ∈ Z0. This is always possible since δ = ∆/ι1.

We start by deriving an upper bound on φα(qδ). It is simple to verify that the
dynamics of the variable α in the controller equations satisfies

α(qδ) = Apδ α(sr) +

p−1∑
k=0

Ap−k−1
δ Bδ u(sr + kδ) (3.34)

In fact, between two successful transmissions, α coincides with x̂, which evolves
like a classical linear time-invariant discrete-time system.

On the other hand,

x(t) = eA(t−sr)x(sr) +

∫ t

sr

eA(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ +

∫ t

sr

eA(t−τ)d(τ)dτ (3.35)

for all t ∈ [sr, sr+1[.
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Combining the two expressions above, we get

φα(qδ) = α(qδ)− x(qδ)

= eA(qδ−sr)n(sr)−
∫ qδ

sr

eA(qδ−τ)d(τ)dτ (3.36)

where we exploit the relation Apδ = eApδ = eA(qδ−sr), and the fact that∫ qδ

sr

eA(qδ−τ)Bu(τ)dτ

=

p−1∑
k=0

[∫ sr+(k+1)δ

sr+kδ

eA(qδ−τ)Bdτ

]
u(sr + kδ)

=

p−1∑
k=0

eAδ(p−k−1)

[∫ δ

0

eAsBds

]
u(sr + kδ)

=

p−1∑
k=0

Ap−k−1
δ Bδu(sr + kδ) (3.37)

where the second equality is obtained using the change of variable s = sr + (k +

1)δ − τ .
We can now obtain an upper bound on φα(qδ). Specifically, since by hypothesis

qδ ∈ [sr, sr+1[, we have

‖φα(qδ)‖ 6 ρ‖wqδ‖∞ (3.38)

where ρ is defined as in Lemma 3.2.
We can now provide an upper bound on φα between controller inter-samplings.

Let

f(t− qδ) :=

∫ t

qδ

eA(t−τ)dτ (3.39)

The solution to (3.29) over the interval Iq satisfies

‖φα(t)‖ 6 ‖eA(t−qδ)‖‖φα(qδ)‖+ f(t− qδ)‖dt‖∞ + f(t− qδ)‖Φ‖‖α(qδ)‖
6 ρ̂ ρ‖wt‖∞ + f(t− qδ)‖dt‖∞ + f(t− qδ)‖Φ‖‖α(qδ)‖
6 ρ̂ ρ‖wt‖∞ + f(t− qδ)‖dt‖∞ + f(t− qδ)‖Φ‖(‖φα(t)‖+ ‖x(t)‖)

(3.40)

for all t ∈ Iq, where ρ̂ := max{eλAδ, 1}.
Let κ1 := max{‖Φ‖, 1}. Observe that f(0) = 0 and that f(t− qδ) is monotoni-
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cally increasing with t. Accordingly, any positive real δ such that

f(δ) 6
1

κ1

σ

(1 + σ)
, (3.41)

ensures (3.32) with

ρ̃ := σ + ρ̂ρ(1 + σ) (3.42)

We finally derive an explicit expression for δ. If λA > 0, we have

f(δ) =
1

λA
(eλAδ − 1) (3.43)

and (3.30) yields the desired result. If instead λA 6 0, then f(δ) 6 δ, and (3.31)
yields the desired result. This concludes the proof. �

Based on Lemma 3.5 the following result can be stated, which provides a natural
counterpart of Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.6. Consider the process (3.1) with the sampled-data controller (3.24)-
(3.25) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Let the controller sampling rate be
chosen as in Lemma 3.5. Then, the closed-loop system is stable for any DoS sequence
satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and T

satisfying (3.6).

Proof. Consider the closed-loop dynamics for all t > s0. Substituting (3.32) into
(3.28) yields

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −(γ1 − σγ2)‖x(t)‖2 + (γ2ρ̃+ γ3)‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ (3.44)

for all t ∈ R≥s0 , where γ1 − σγ2 is strictly positive by construction. The conclusion
is that the proof Theorem 3.3 carries over to Theorem 3.6 with γ1 and γ4 replaced
by γ1 − σγ2 and γ2ρ̃+ γ3, respectively. �

Compared with the analog implementation, one sees that the sampled-data
implementation does only require a proper choice of the controller sampling
rate. On the other hand, it achieves the same robustness properties of the analog
implementation. By Lemma 3.5, admissible values for the controller sampling rate
can be explicitly computed from the parameters of the control system.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation results for the example. Top: Analog controller; Center: Digital
Controller; Bottom: Pure static feedback.

3.3 Numerical example

The numerical example is taken from [25]. The system to be controlled is open-loop
unstable and is characterized by the matrices

A =

[
1 1

0 1

]
, B =

[
1 0

0 1

]
. (3.45)

The state-feedback matrix is given by

K =

[
−2.1961 −0.7545

−0.7545 −2.7146

]
. (3.46)

The control system parameters are γ1 = 1, γ2 = 2.1080, α1 = 0.2779, α2 = 0.4497,
‖Φ‖ = 1.9021 and λA = 1.5. Disturbances d and noise n are random signals with
uniform distribution in [−0.1, 0.1].
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The network transmission rate is given by ∆ = 0.1s. Both analog and sampled-
data controllers are considered. As for the sampled-data implementation, in
accordance with Lemma 3.5, we must select σ such that σ < 0.4744, and we obtain
the constraint δ < 0.1508. We select δ = 0.01s so that δ is sufficiently small, and in
order to synchronize the controller sampling rate with ∆.

Figure 3.2 shows simulation results, which compare the static feedback law (3.2)
with the predictor-based controllers (3.7)-(3.9) and (3.24)-(3.25). We consider
a sustained DoS attack with variable period and duty cycle, generated randomly.
Over a simulation horizon of 50s, the DoS signal yields |Ξ(0, 50)| = 38.8s and
n(0, 50) = 52. This corresponds to values (averaged over 50s) of τD ≈ 0.96 and
T ≈ 1.29, and ∼ 80% of transmission failures. For the predictor-based controllers,
the stability requirement is satisfied since

∆

τD
+

1

T
≈ 0.8793. (3.47)

On the other hand, the DoS parameters do not satisfy the stability requirement for
the pure static feedback law, which is (cf. (3.5))

∆

τD
+

1

T
< 0.0321. (3.48)

The theoretical bound for the case of pure static feedback is conservative (indeed,
simulations show that (3.2) ensures closed-loop stability for the system in (3.45)
up to ∼ 40% of transmission failures). Nonetheless, the improvement given by
predictor-based controllers is significant.

It is worth noting that while stability is independent on the magnitude of
disturbance and noise signals, performance is not. In particular, noise significantly
impacts on the closed-loop behavior in the presence of DoS, which can be seen by
comparing the top and middle pictures in Figure 3.3 with the ones in Figure 3.2,
respectively.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigated the problem of designing co-located DoS-resilient
control systems where the process state is measurable by sensors and the network
bandwidth is infinite. It was shown that the use of dynamical observers with state
resetting mechanism makes it possible to maximize the amount of DoS that one
can tolerate for a general class of DoS signals. Both analog and sampled-data
implementations have been discussed. The latter requires a suitable choice of the
controller sampling rate.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results for the example in case disturbances and noise are random
signals with uniform distribution in [−0.01, 0.01]. Top: Analog controller; Bottom: Digital
controller.



Chapter 4

Data rates of stabilizing control under DoS

This chapter also deals with resilient control under DoS attacks in a centralized
setting. In this chapter, we again assume that the process state is measurable by
sensors and the control system is co-located with the process actuators. If one
considers an infinite bandwidth channel, one obtains the results in Chapter 3.
However in practice, wireless networks have limited bandwidth, and hence the
assumption of the infinite bandwidth does not hold, and therefore the results in
Chapter 3 do not hold any longer.

In this chapter, we consider a basic problem where the network has limited
bandwidth and is subject to DoS attacks, and the intention of the attacker is to cause
instability. This implies that the transmitted signals are subject to quantization and
dropout. It is well known that an inappropriate bit rate of communication channel
influences the stability of a networked control system[2], not to mention packet
drops [30].

The literature on networked control with bit-rate limitation is large and diverse
[4, 5, 29, 35, 62] and the problem when quantization and genuine packet losses
coexist has been well studied, see [36, 41, 42, 65, 73, 74]. In [62], the authors
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions concerning the observability and stabi-
lization of a networked control system under communication constraints. These
conditions are independent of information patterns and only rely on the considered
plant, i.e. the unstable eigenvalues of the system matrix of the plant (A in (4.1)).
The papers [41, 74] investigate the data rate problem for mean square stability
under Markovian packet losses. Necessary and sufficient conditions for stabilization
are obtained for both scalar and multi-dimension systems.

Specifically, in this chapter we consider the stabilization problem of a linear
continuous process, possibly open-loop unstable with complex eigenvalues, where
the communication between sensor and controller takes place over a bit-rate
limited and unreliable digital channel. Previously in Chapter 3, we have shown
that a controller with prediction capability significantly increases the resilience of a
networked control system against DoS in the sense that the missing signals induced
by DoS attacks can be reconstructed and then applied for computing the control
input [19, 21, 22]. Under proper design, the system can achieve ISS-like robust
stability or asymptotic stability in the presence or absence of disturbances and noise,
respectively. However when the network has limited bandwidth, the existing results
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are not applicable any longer because signal deviation induced by quantization
cannot be simply treated as bounded noise, and such signal deviation influences
the accuracy of estimation/prediction and hence the resilience of the closed-loop
system. Therefore, there is a trade-off between communication bandwidth and
system resilience. An interesting question is to find how large the bit rate must
be to ensure the stability of a system under DoS, possibly an open-loop unstable
system. We may state this question in another way, that is as how much the
limited bit rate degrades the robustness of a networked control system in terms
of stabilization. By means of suitable coordinate transformations, we associate
the bit rates with the eigenvalues of the system matrix of the process and DoS
parameters, and explicitly characterize the relationship between system resilience
and bit rates. Specifically, we compute a bit-rate bound element-wise, such that
using these bounds the closed-loop system can be exponentially stabilized. This on
the other hand reveals the “robustness degradation” induced by quantization.

4.1 Framework

4.1.1 System description

In this chapter, we still consider a linear process. For the ease of analysis, we omit
the disturbances and noise, and assume that the process state is measurable by
sensors. Consider the networked control system in Figure 4.1. The process is a
linear continuous-time system given by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (4.1)

where t ∈ R≥0, x(t) ∈ Rnx is the process state with x(0) arbitrary, A ∈ Rnx×nx ,
B ∈ Rnx×nu , u(t) ∈ Rnu is the control input and (A,B) is stabilizable. Let
K ∈ Rnu×nx be a matrix such that the real part of each eigenvalue of A+BK is
strictly negative. Let λb = cb ± dbi be the eigenvalues of A with cb, db ∈ R, where
c1, c2, c3, ... are distinct and i represents the imaginary number. If db = 0 then λb
has only real part and corresponds to a real eigenvalue such that λb = cb. If db 6= 0,
λb represents a pair of complex eigenvalues whose real part is cb and imaginary
part are dbi and −dbi, respectively. In the following sections, the real part of λb is
denoted by cb, where we do not distinguish if λb is real or complex.

Note that the controller and actuators are co-located, which is the same structure
as in Chapter 3. Due to the co-location framework, only the measurement channel
has limited bandwidth and is subject to DoS attacks. Likewise, the transmission
attempts of the encoder are carried out as in (2.1) with interval ∆, i.e. tk+1−tk = ∆.
Moreover, we assume that the network communication protocol is acknowledgment-
based (like the TCP protocol) without any delay in terms of both encoded signal and
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Figure 4.1: Controller and actuator co-location architecture under limited communication
bandwidth

acknowledgment transmissions [51]. This implies that when there is a successful
transmission received by the decoder, it sends an acknowledgment back to the
encoder, which can be received by the encoder immediately. Due to DoS attacks,
not all the transmission attempts succeed. Recall that {sr}r∈Z0

= {s0, s1, ...} ⊆
{tk}k∈Z0 is the sequence of the time instants at which successful transmissions
occur with s0 < s1 < s2 < ..., where the transmissions refer to the output of the
encoder in this chapter.

4.1.2 Coordinate transformation

In order to facilitate the analysis hereafter, we carry out two transformations in this
subsection.

First, we transform the original system (4.1) into the real Jordan canonical
form. Let S ∈ Rnx×nx be a transformation matrix such that (4.1) can be rewritten
as

˙̃x(t) = Ãx̃(t) + B̃u(t) (4.2)

where x̃(t) = Sx(t), t ∈ R≥0 and Ã ∈ Rnx×nx is the real Jordan form of A such
that

Ã = SAS−1 = diag(A1, A2, ..., Ap), p ∈ Z1 (4.3)

in which p represents the number of Jordan blocks. Let b = 1, 2, ..., p. The Jordan
block associated with the real eigenvalue λb = cb is

Ab =


cb 1

cb 1
. . . 1

cb

 ∈ Rnb×nb (4.4)
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where nb is the order of Ab. The Jordan block associated with the complex eigen-
values λb = cb ± dbi (db 6= 0) is

Ab =


Db Ĩ

Db Ĩ
. . . Ĩ

Db

 ∈ R2nb×2nb (4.5)

with

Db =

[
cb −db
db cb

]
, Ĩ =

[
1 0

0 1

]
(4.6)

where 2nb is the order of Ab[45]. Meanwhile we have B̃ = SB ∈ Rnx×nu . If A has
only real eigenvalues, the real Jordan form of A in (4.3) with the Jordan blocks
in (4.4) is sufficient for further analysis. However, in the event of the existence
of complex eigenvalues of A, we need one more step of transformation, which is
carried out by the lemma below.

Lemma 4.1. Consider the process in (4.2) where Ã is in real Jordan form as in (4.3).
There exists a transformation x̄(t) = E(t)x̃(t) such that (4.2) can be transformed into

˙̄x(t) = Āx̄(t) + B̄(t)u(t) (4.7)

where

Ā = E(t)ÃE(t)−1 + Ė(t)E(t)−1 =


Ā1

Ā2

. . .
Āp

 , p ∈ Z1 (4.8)

with

Āb = Ab =


cb 1

cb 1
. . . 1

cb

 ∈ Rnb×nb (4.9)
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corresponding to the real eigenvalue λb = cb, and

Āb =


cb 1

cb 1
. . . 1

cb

⊗ Ĩ ∈ R2nb×2nb (4.10)

corresponding to the complex eigenvalues λb = cb ± dbi with db 6= 0. Besides,
B̄(t) = E(t)B̃.

Proof. Recall Ã in (4.3), Ab in (4.4) and (4.5) representing the Jordan block
associated with real and complex eigenvalues, respectively. Let

E(t) =


E1(t)

E2(t)
. . .

Ep(t)

 ∈ Rnx×nx , p ∈ Z1 (4.11)

where

Eb(t) =


1

1
. . .

1

 ∈ Rnb×nb (4.12)

corresponds to the real eigenvalue λb = cb, and

Eb(t) =


$b(t)

$b(t)
. . .

$b(t)

 ∈ R2nb×2nb (4.13)

with

$b(t) =

[
cos(dbt) sin(dbt)

− sin(dbt) cos(dbt)

]
(4.14)

corresponds to the complex eigenvalues λb = cb ± dbi (db 6= 0).
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Since x̄(t) = E(t)x̃(t), it is easy to verify that

˙̄x(t) = E(t) ˙̃x(t) + Ė(t)x̃(t)

= E(t)(Ãx̃(t) + B̃u(t)) + Ė(t)x̃(t)

= E(t)ÃE(t)−1x̄(t) + Ė(t)E(t)−1x̄(t) + E(t)B̃u(t)

= (E(t)ÃE(t)−1 + Ė(t)E(t)−1)x̄(t) + E(t)B̃u(t) (4.15)

Let Ā := E(t)ÃE(t)−1 + Ė(t)E(t)−1 = diag(Ā1, Ā2, ..., Āp) and B̄(t) := E(t)B̃,
where

Āb := Eb(t)ÃbEb(t)
−1 + Ėb(t)Eb(t)

−1, b = 1, 2, ..., p (4.16)

If the eigenvalues associated with Ab are real, then Eb(t) is an identity matrix
in (4.12) with order nb and hence the derivative of Eb(t) is a matrix with only zero
entries, which implies

Āb = Eb(t)ÃbEb(t)
−1 + Ėb(t)Eb(t)

−1 = Ãb =


cb 1

cb 1
. . . 1

cb

 (4.17)

If the eigenvalues associated with Ab are complex, i.e. λb = cb±dbi with db 6= 0,
then Eb(t) is a time-varying matrix as in (4.13), whose derivative is not zero any
longer. It is simple to verify that

Eb(t)ÃbEb(t)
−1 =


Db Ĩ

Db Ĩ
. . . Ĩ

Db

 (4.18)

with Eb(t) as in (4.13) and

Db =

[
cb −db
db cb

]
, Ĩ =

[
1 0

0 1

]
(4.19)

On the other hand, we have

Ėb(t)Eb(t)
−1 =


Fb

Fb
. . .

Fb

 , whereFb =

[
0 db
−db 0

]
(4.20)
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Thus,

Āb = Eb(t)ÃEb(t)
−1 + Ėb(t)Eb(t)

−1 =


cbĨ Ĩ

cbĨ Ĩ
. . . Ĩ

cbĨ

 (4.21)

Considering the two scenarios in (4.17) and (4.21), we obtain the result as in
Lemma 4.1. This completes the proof. �

In [62] and [39], similar techniques of transformation where the transformation
matrix is time-varying are used. It is trivial to mention that one can directly
transform (4.1) into (4.7) by computing Ā = E(t)SAS−1E(t)−1 + Ė(t)E(t)−1 and
B̄(t) = E(t)SB. Note that after the transformation, Ā is independent of time t, but
B̄(t) is a time-dependent matrix.

4.1.3 Contribution of this chapter

The robustness problem of the co-location structure has been investigated in Chap-
ter 3, where we assumed the network has infinite bandwidth and the measurements
are not quantized. Exploiting the control design in Chapter 3 and the control archi-
tecture in Figure 4.1, we first design the encoder and decoder such that they are
free of over-flow of quantization range even in the presence of DoS attacks. After
fixing the control system’s structure, the number of bits Rb for coding is the only
parameter to be taken care of. Given the control framework, the contribution of
this chapter is to specify how Rb should be chosen, possibly under the presence of
DoS attacks.

The contribution of this chapter is to show that the closed-loop system is
exponentially stable if the bit rate satisfies

Rb

{
> 1

1− 1
T −

∆
τD

cb∆ log2 e, if cb ≥ 0

≥ 0, if cb < 0
(4.22)

where Rb represents the number of bits used for coding. On the other hand, we
characterize the robustness of the system, namely the intensity of DoS attacks under
which stability is preserved. One preserves closed-loop stability if the frequency
and duration of the DoS attacks satisfy

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1− cb∆ log2 e

Rb
, ∀cb ≥ 0 (4.23)

where Rb > 0. Clearly, the signal inaccuracy due to quantization cannot be simply
treated as the one caused by measurement noise in the sense that the noise does
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not enter the right-hand side of 1
T + ∆

τD
< 1, whereas the quantization degrades the

system’s robustness by diminishing the right-hand side of 1
T + ∆

τD
< 1 into (4.23).

This implies that some DoS attacks for which stability is preserved in case of infinite
bandwidth cause instability in the quantized case.

4.2 Main results

In this section, we introduce the design of the encoding and decoding systems, and
the control system.

4.2.1 Quantizer

Quantization is a mapping process, mapping the original signals to the elements in
a set. The mapped value is the output of a quantizer. In practice, quantizers are
widely used, and the analog-to-digital converter is a typical example, where the
original signal is analog with time-varying magnitude without losing generality.
The converter samples the analog signal with a certain sampling frequency, and
maps the magnitude of the original signal to the value in the quantizer output set
at each sampling time.

-1 -0.5 0.5 1

-0.25

-0.75

0.25
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( )
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Figure 4.2: Example of quantization with Rl = 2. For instance, any number falling into
[0, 0.5[ would be quantized into 0.25.

We introduce the quantizer used in this chapter. Let

χl :=
el
jl

(4.24)

be the original l-th signal before quantization and qRl(χl) represents the quantized
signal of χl with Rl bits, where l = 1, 2, 3, ..., nx. The choices of Rl, el ∈ R and
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jl ∈ R>0 will be specified later. We implement a uniform quantizer such that

qRl(χl) :=

{
b2Rl−1χlc+0.5

2Rl−1 , if − 1 ≤ χl < 1

1− 0.5
2Rl−1 , if χl = 1

(4.25)

if Rl ∈ Z1 and

qRl(χl) = 0 (4.26)

if Rl = 0. Later, we will show that the quantizer is free of over-flow problem, i.e.
−1 ≤ χl ≤ 1. For the ease of visualizing (4.25), Figure 4.2 shows the quantization
function with Rl = 2.

Note that for any jl ∈ R>0 the following property holds:∣∣∣∣el − jlqRl (eljl
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ jl

2Rl
, if

|el|
jl
≤ 1 (4.27)

for both cases, namely Rl ∈ Z0 [73, 74]. Since jl is positive, we rewrite the
inequality above as∣∣∣∣eljl − qRl

(
el
jl

)∣∣∣∣ = |χl − qRl (χl)| ≤
1

2Rl
, if |χl| ≤ 1 (4.28)

In words, it expresses that the absolute value of the discrepancy between the
original signal before quantization (χl) and the one after quantization (qRl (χl))
does not exceed 1/2Rl . In the example in Figure 4.2, the absolute value of the
discrepancy does not exceed 1/2Rl = 1/22 = 0.25.

4.2.2 Control architecture

The basic idea of the control system design is that we equip the encoding and
decoding systems with prediction capability to properly quantize data and more
importantly predict the missing signals that are interrupted by DoS. Specifically,
the encoding system outputs quantized signals and transmits them to the decoding
system through a DoS-corrupted network. The decoding system attempts to predict
future signals based on the received quantized signals. Notice that the following
design is based on ˙̄x(t) = Āx̄(t) + B̄(t)u(t).

As shown in Figure 4.3, on the sensor side the encoding system is embedded
with a predictor for predicting x̄(t). Let x̂(t) = [x̂1(t) x̂2(t) ... x̂nx(t)]T denote
the prediction of x̄(t) = [x̄1(t) x̄2(t) ... x̄nx(t)]T . In this chapter, the error e(t) =

[e1(t) e2(t) ... enx(t)]T describes the discrepancy between x̄(t) and x̂(t), where

el(t) := x̂l(t)− x̄l(t), l = 1, 2, ..., nx. (4.29)
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Figure 4.3: Control architecture with encoding and decoding system. The black solid lines
and dashed lines represent paths of signals computed by embedded blocks and triggering
signals generated by the communication protocol, respectively. The green dashed line
represents the process that converts signals into code and the blue one represents the
reversed process.

Furthermore, we will design a dynamic system (see (4.32)-(4.33) below), whose
state J(t) = [j1(t) j2(t) ... jnx(t)]T is always positive. Namely, it is jl(t) > 0 for
t ∈ R≥0, where jl(t) represents the quantization range that bounds the error, i.e.
jl(t) ≥ |el(t)| for t ∈ R≥0 as it will be shown in the next subsection. Recall that
χl(t) := el(t)

jl(t)
, jl(t) ≥ |el(t)| for t ∈ R≥0 implies |χl(t)| = |el(t)|

jl(t)
≤ 1 for t ∈ R≥0,

and hence there is no overflow problem and the quantizer (4.25)-(4.26) is valid for
t ∈ R≥0. More importantly, jl(t) ≥ |el(t)| for t ∈ R≥0 would make (4.27) hold for
t ∈ R≥0.

On the actuator side, the decoding system is a copy of the encoding system.
Once there is a successful transmission containing the encoded state, it recovers
qRl(χl(sr)) based on the received code and updates the predictor embedded in
the decoding system, and sends an acknowledgment back to the encoding system.
The acknowledgment would enable the encoding system to know the successful
transmission reception. We assume that the encoding and decoding systems have
the same initial conditions. Therefore, identical structures and initial conditions,
and acknowledgments would guarantee synchronization of all the signals in the
encoding and decoding systems.

The predictor in both the encoding and decoding systems predicting x̄(t) is
given by {

˙̂x(t) = Āx̂(t) + B̄(t)u(t), t 6= sr
x̂(t) = x̂(t−)− Φ(t−), t = sr

(4.30)
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As for the input u(t), we have u(t) = K̄(t)x̂(t) where K̄(t) = KS−1E(t)−1 ∈
Rnu×nx . In the encoding system, u(t) is applied only to the predictor. In the
decoding system, u(t) is applied to both the predictor and actuator (see Figure
4.3).

The column vector Φ(t) in (4.30) is given by

Φ(t) =

 φ1(t)
...

φnx(t)

 =

 j1(t)qR1
(χ1(t))

...
jnx(t)qRnx (χnx(t))

 (4.31)

where χl(t) = el(t)
jl(t)

and jl(t) is the l-th entry in the column vector J(t) =

[j1(t) j2(t) ... jnx(t)]T , which is the solution to the impulsive system{
J̇(t) = ĀJ(t), t 6= sr
J(t) = HJ(t−), t = sr

(4.32)

with

H = diag(2−R1I1, 2
−R2I2, ..., 2

−RpIp) ∈ Rnx×nx (4.33)

where Ib ∈ Rnb×nb or Ib ∈ R2nb×2nb represents an identity matrix corresponding
to Āb in (4.9) or (4.10), respectively. At the moment of a successful transmission,
J(t) in both the encoding and decoding systems is updated according to the second
equation in (4.32). At last, the initial conditions of x̂ and J in the encoding and
decoding systems are identical and satisfy{

x̂l(0
−) = 0,

jl(0
−) > |x̄l(0−)|, l = 1, 2, ..., nx (4.34)

It is worth mentioning that Rl represents the number of bits applied to the l-th
quantized signal, which is element-wise based, whereas Rb is based on the index of
Āb. In this chapter, the data rate analysis is based on the index of Āb, and all the
elements corresponding to Āb would apply Rb bits. For example, if the l-th signal
is associated with Āb, then Rl = Rb. In the results of this chapter, we will compute
the bounds of {Rb}b=1,2,...,p, so that {Rl}l=1,2,...,nx can be determined.

4.2.3 Overflow-free quantizer

In this part, our intention is to show that jl(t) ≥ |el(t)| for t ∈ R≥0 with l =

1, 2, ..., nx. Exploiting (4.29), (4.30) and the continuity of x̄(t) such that x̄(t) =
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x̄(t−), we have

el(t) = x̂l(t)− x̄l(t)

= x̂l(t
−)− x̄l(t−)− jl(t−)qRl(

el(t
−)

jl(t−)
), t = sr

= el(t
−)− jl(t−)qRl(

el(t
−)

jl(t−)
) (4.35)

where l = 1, 2, ..., nx. Hence the dynamics of e(t) obeys{
ė(t) = Āe(t), t 6= sr
e(t) = e(t−)− Φ(t−), t = sr

(4.36)

Moreover, observing e(t) in (4.36) and J(t) in (4.32), one has

ė(t) = Āe(t),

J̇(t) = ĀJ(t),
t 6= sr (4.37)

whose solutions are e(t) = eĀte(0) and J(t) = eĀtJ(0), respectively, for 0 ≤ t < s0

(if s0 6= 0) or 0 ≤ t < s1 (if s0 = 0), where

eĀt = diag(U1(t), U2(t), ..., Up(t)) (4.38)

with

Ub(t) = ecbtVb(t)⊗W, b = 1, 2, ..., p (4.39)

where

Vb(t) =



1 t · · · · · · tnb−1

(nb−1)!

1 t · · · tnb−2

(nb−2)!

. . .
. . .

...
. . . t

1


(4.40)

and

W =

{
1, if db = 0

Ĩ , if db 6= 0
(4.41)

in which Ĩ is as in (4.6).

By e(t) = eĀte(0), one can obtain that |e(t)| ≤ eĀt|e(0)| holds element-wise,
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where | | here denotes the function that computes the absolute value of each
element in a vector, i.e. |e(t)| = [|e1(t)| |e2(t)| ... |enx(t)|]T . Define the column
vector ε(t) := J(t)− |e(t)| = [ε1(t) ε2(t) ... εnx(t)]T . If s0 6= 0, one has

ε(t) = J(t)− |e(t)|

≥ eĀtJ(0)− eĀt|e(0)|, 0 ≤ t < s0

= eĀtε(0) (4.42)

By (4.34), one knows that

ε(0) = J(0)− |e(0)|
= J(0)− |x̂(0)− x̄(0)|
= J(0−)− |x̂(0−)− x̄(0−)|
= J(0−)− |x̄(0−)| (4.43)

thus every element in the column vector ε(0) is positive, which implies that every
element in the column vector ε(t) is positive for 0 ≤ t < s0. Thus, one can infer
that jl(s−0 )− |el(s−0 )| > 0, and hence jl(s−0 )− |el(s−0 )| ≥ 0. In view of (4.35), it is
clear that

|el(s0)| =
∣∣∣∣el(s−0 )− jl(s−0 )qRl

(
el(s

−
0 )

jl(s
−
0 )

)∣∣∣∣
≤ jl(s

−
0 )

2Rl
= jl(s0) (4.44)

where the inequality is implied by (4.27) and the second equality in (4.32), from
which one obtains that |el(s0)| ≤ jl(s0) and furthermore ε(s0) ≥ 0. Following the
analysis as in (4.42), one could obtain that ε(t) ≥ eĀ(t−s0)ε(s0) with s0 ≤ t < s1.
This implies that every element in ε(t) is non-negative and |el(t)| ≤ jl(t) for
s0 ≤ t < s1. By simple induction, we can verify that |el(t)| ≤ jl(t) for t ∈ R≥0 if
s0 6= 0.

If s0 = 0, we know that |el(s−0 )| = |el(0−)| = |x̄l(0−)| < jl(0
−) = jl(s

−
0 ), and

hence jl(s−0 ) − |el(s−0 )| ≥ 0. Following (4.44), one gets |el(s0)| ≤ jl(s0). The
remaining part follows the same analysis as in the scenario s0 6= 0 to obtain
|el(t)| ≤ jl(t) for t ∈ R≥0 if s0 = 0. Therefore, we conclude that

|el(t)| ≤ jl(t), l = 1, 2, ..., nx, t ∈ R≥0 (4.45)

and thus the quantizer (4.25) does not undergo any overflow, and (4.27) always
holds. Notice that (4.45) holds for t ∈ R≥0, which implies |el(t)| is always bounded
by jl(t) in the absence or presence of DoS attacks. Without losing generality, we
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focus the attention from s0 onwards.

4.2.4 Dynamics of the encoding and the decoding systems

Since the evolutions of the signals in the encoding and decoding systems are
identical, we would present this part from the view of either the encoding or the
decoding system, and omit the other one.

Considering the impulsive system (4.32)–(4.33), we obtain that

J(sr) = HeĀ(sr−sr−1)J(sr−1)

= P (sr−1, sr)J(sr−1) (4.46)

where

P (sr−1, sr) = HeĀ(sr−sr−1)

= diag(P1(sr−1, sr), P2(sr−1, sr), ..., Pp(sr−1, sr)) (4.47)

On the diagonal of P (sr−1, sr), we have

Pb(sr−1, sr) = 2−RbUb(∆r) (4.48)

with b = 1, 2, ..., p, ∆r = sr − sr−1 and Ub(∆r) can be obtained from (4.39).
Iteratively from (4.46) we obtain that

J(sr) =

r∏
k=1

P (sk−1, sk)J(s0)

= P (s0, sr)J(s0) (4.49)

where P (s0, sr) :=
∏r
k=1 P (sk−1, sk) is obviously a block diagonal matrix given by

P (s0, sr) = diag(P1(s0, sr), P2(s0, sr), ..., Pp(s0, sr)) in which

Pb(s0, sr) =
r∏

k=1

Pb(sk−1, sk) (4.50)

with b = 1, 2, ..., p.
Recall that {sr}r∈Z0

denotes the sequence of time instants of the successful
transmissions. Now we introduce a lemma concerning the convergence of J(sr).

Lemma 4.2. Consider the dynamics of J(t) in (4.32)–(4.33) and the DoS attacks in
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 satisfying 1

T + ∆
τD

< 1 with ∆ being the sampling interval of
the network as in (2.1). All the elements in the column vector J(sr) converge to zero
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as sr →∞ if Rb satisfies

Rb

{
> 1

1− 1
T −

∆
τD

cb∆ log2 e, if cb ≥ 0

≥ 0, if cb < 0
b = 1, 2, ..., p (4.51)

where cb is the real part of λb.

Proof. In this proof, we mainly show that ‖P (s0, sr)‖ converges to zero as
sr →∞ if 1

T + ∆
τD

< 1 and (4.51) are satisfied, which implies the convergence of
J(sr) in view of (4.49).

According to (4.48) and (4.50), we have

Pb(s0, sr) =

r∏
k=1

Pb(sk−1, sk)

=

r∏
k=1

(2−RbUb(∆r))

= (2−Rb)rUb(

r∑
k=1

∆k) (4.52)

Substituting (4.39) into (4.52), we obtain

Pb(s0, sr) =
ecb(sr−s0)

(2Rb)r
Vb(sr − s0)⊗W

=
ecb(sr−s0)(sr − s0)nb−1

(2Rb)r
Vb(sr − s0)

(sr − s0)nb−1
⊗W (4.53)

It is easy to verify that

Vb(sr − s0)

(sr − s0)nb−1
⊗W ≤



1
(sr−s0)nb−1

1
(sr−s0)nb−2 · · · · · · 1

1
(sr−s0)nb−1

1
(sr−s0)nb−2 · · · 1

(sr−s0)

. . .
. . .

...
. . . 1

(sr−s0)nb−2

1
(sr−s0)nb−1


⊗W

≤



1
∆nb−1

1
∆nb−2 · · · · · · 1

1
∆nb−1

1
∆nb−2 · · · 1

∆
. . .

. . .
...

. . . 1
∆nb−2

1
∆nb−1


⊗W (4.54)
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which is upper bounded for sr − s0 ≥ ∆. Meanwhile, exploiting that r = TS(s0, sr)

in Lemma 2.6, we have

ecb(sr−s0)(sr − s0)nb−1

(2Rb)r
=

ecb(sr−s0)

(2Rb)TS(s0,sr)
(sr − s0)nb−1

≤θb(
ecb

2Rb
(1− 1

T
− ∆
τD

)

∆

)(sr−s0)(sr − s0)nb−1 (4.55)

where θb := 2
Rb(κ+η∆)

∆ . If (4.51) holds and 1
T + ∆

τD
< 1, it is simple to verify that

αb :=
ecb

2Rb
(1− 1

T
− ∆
τD

)

∆

< 1 (4.56)

This implies that there exist a finite number Cb0 and µb0 < 0 such that

ecb(sr−s0)(sr − s0)nb−1

(2Rb)r
≤θb(αb)(sr−s0)(sr − s0)nb−1

≤Cb0eµ
b
0(sr−s0) (4.57)

In view of (4.53), (4.54) and (4.57), there exists a finite Cb1 such that

‖Pb(s0, sr)‖ ≤ Cb0eµ
b
0(sr−s0)

∥∥∥∥ Vb(sr − s0)

(sr − s0)nb−1
⊗W

∥∥∥∥
≤ Cb1eµ

b
0(sr−s0) (4.58)

and hence we obtain that there exists finite C2 and µ1 such that

‖J(sr)‖ ≤ C2e
µ1(sr−s0)‖J(s0)‖ (4.59)

Finally we obtain the convergence of J(sr) when sr →∞. �

After proving the convergence of J(sr), now we introduce another lemma
concerning the convergence of J(t) and e(t).

Lemma 4.3. Recall J(t) and e(t) whose dynamics are given by (4.32)-(4.33) and
(4.36), respectively. Consider the DoS attacks in Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 satisfying 1

T +
∆
τD

< 1. If the bit rate Rb satisfies (4.51), then J(t) and e(t) converge exponentially
to the origin.
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Proof. According to (4.32), (4.59) and Lemma 2.5, for sr ≤ t < sr+1, we have

‖J(t)‖ ≤ ev̄(t−sr)‖J(sr)‖

≤ ev(sr+1−sr)‖J(sr)‖

≤ C2e
v(sr+1−sr)eµ1(sr−s0)‖J(s0)‖

= C2e
v(sr+1−sr)eµ1(sr+1−s0+sr−sr+1)‖J(s0)‖

= C2e
v(sr+1−sr)e−µ1(sr+1−sr)eµ1(sr+1−s0)‖J(s0)‖

≤ C2e
v(Q+∆)e−µ1(Q+∆)eµ1(sr+1−s0)‖J(s0)‖

≤ γeµ1(t−s0)‖J(s0)‖ (4.60)

where v = max{0, v̄} with v̄ = λmax( Ā+ĀT

2 ) denoting the logarithmic norm of Ā
and γ := C2e

v(Q+∆)e−µ1(Q+∆). Since γ is finite and µ1 < 0, we conclude that J(t)

exponentially converges to the origin when t→∞. In light of (4.45), one could
also obtain

‖e(t)‖ ≤ ‖J(t)‖ ≤ γeµ1(t−s0)‖J(s0)‖ (4.61)

which implies the convergence of e(t). �

4.2.5 Stability analysis

Now we are ready to present the main result of this chapter.

Theorem 4.4. Consider the linear system (4.1) and its transformed system (4.7) with
control action (4.30)-(4.34) under the transmission policy in (2.1). The transmitted
signals are quantized by the quantizer (4.25)-(4.26). Consider the DoS attacks
characterized as in Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 and satisfying 1

T + ∆
τD

< 1. If the bit
rate Rb with b = 1, 2, ..., p satisfies (4.51), then the state of the closed-loop system
exponentially converges to the origin.

Proof. Recall the control input u(t) = K̄(t)x̂(t) = KS−1E(t)−1x̂(t) = Kx̂p(t),
where x̂p(t) = S−1E(t)−1x̂(t) can be interpreted as the estimation of the original
process state x(t) in (4.1). Then one has the error between the estimation of x(t)

(i.e. x̂p(t)) and x(t) such that ep(t) := x̂p(t)− x(t). Thus (4.1) can be rewritten as
ẋ(t) = (A+BK)x(t) +BKep(t), whose solution is

x(t) = e(A+BK)(t−s0)x(s0) +

∫ t

s0

e(A+BK)(t−τ)BKep(τ)dτ (4.62)

where t ∈ R≥s0 . From the equation above, one sees that the stability of x(t)
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depends on ep(t). Thus, we analyze ep(t) such that

ep(t) : = x̂p(t)− x(t)

= S−1E(t)−1x̂(t)− S−1E(t)−1x̄(t)

= S−1E(t)−1(x̂(t)− x̄(t))

= S−1E(t)−1e(t). (4.63)

If 1
T + ∆

τD
< 1 and Rr satisfies (4.51), then (4.61) holds. Then one has

‖ep(t)‖ ≤ ‖S−1E(t)−1‖‖e(t)‖

≤ ‖S−1E(t)−1‖ γeµ1(t−s0)‖J(s0)‖

≤ γ0e
µ1(t−s0)‖J(s0)‖ (4.64)

Note that such γ0 exists and is finite since ‖S−1E(t)−1‖ is bounded. Taking the
norm of both sides of the solution (4.62) and applying (4.64), we obtain that

‖x(t)‖ ≤ eσ̄(t−s0)‖x(s0)‖+ (t− s0)eξ̄(t−s0)γ0‖BK‖‖J(s0)‖ (4.65)

where σ̄ < 0 is the logarithmic norm of A+BK and ξ̄ := max{µ1, σ̄} < 0. There
exist two finite reals ι2 satisfying ξ̄ < ι2 < 0 and C3 such that (t − s0)eξ̄(t−s0) ≤
C3e

ι2(t−s0). Then we have

‖x(t)‖ ≤ eι2(t−s0)(‖x(s0)‖+ C3γ0‖BK‖‖J(s0)‖). (4.66)

It is immediate to see that x(t) exponentially converges to the origin as t→∞.

Moreover, in view of (4.60) and (4.61), and the fact that x̄(t) = E(t)Sx(t)

and ‖x̂(t)‖ ≤ ‖e(t)‖ + ‖x̄(t)‖, we conclude that J(t), e(t), x̄(t), x̂(t) and x(t)

exponentially converge to the origin as t→∞. This completes the proof. �

Remark 4.5. One can also characterize how the bit rate influences the system’s
resilience. Condition (4.51) can be rewritten as

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1− cb∆ log2 e

Rb
, ∀cb ≥ 0 (4.67)

where Rb > 0. The inequality above explicitly quantifies how the data rate affects
the robustness, e.g. the larger Rb, the smaller T and τD can be, which implies that
the system can tolerate more DoS attacks in terms of duration and frequency, and
still preserve stability. �

Remark 4.6. In view of Theorem 4.4, if the network is reliable (T = τD =∞ and
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κ = η = 0), one obtains that the closed-system is exponentially stable if Rb satisfies

Rb

{
> cb∆ log2 e, if cb ≥ 0

≥ 0, if cb < 0
r = 1, 2, ..., p (4.68)

To this end, we almost recover the result (Theorem 6) obtained in [29], where no
attacks were considered. By “almost”, we mean that if one omits the disturbances
and noise, and considers asymptotic stabilization in [29], then the data rate in
(4.68) and Theorem 6 in [29] are equivalent and minimum, namely they are
necessary and sufficient conditions, which is the advantage of the result achieved
in this paper in the aspect of recovering the minimum data rate, compared with
the one considering output-feedback scenario in [67]. �

Under Theorem 4.4, the average data rate associated with the successfully
received packets is

Dd := lim
sr→∞

∑nx
l=1RlTS(s0, sr)

sr − s0

>
∑

k={l|cl≥0}

ck log2 e (4.69)

which essentially depends on the inherent dynamical property of the process. The
average data rate associated with the transmission attempts is

De := lim
sr→∞

sr−s0
∆

∑nx
l=1Rl

sr − s0

=

∑nx
l=1Rl
∆

>
1

1− 1
T −

∆
τD

∑
k={l|cl≥0}

ck log2 e (4.70)

which is the corresponding result on packet size under DoS attacks comparing with
the achieved result in [63] where genuine packet dropout is considered. Moreover,
under a 100% reliable network, one should have De = Dd, which implies that
what is sent by the encoder is fully received by the decoder. Due to the presence
of DoS attacks, a larger average bit rate associated with transmission attempts is
needed, namely De > Dd, and the lower bound of the average data rate associated
with transmission attempts is scaled by 1

1− 1
T −

∆
τD

∈ R>1 in (4.70), which reflects

the need of redundant communication resources for compensating the side effect
of DoS attacks.
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4.3 Numerical example

For simplicity, in the simulation we consider the same process as in Chapter 3. The
system to be controlled is open-loop unstable and is characterized by the matrices

A = Ã = Ā =

[
1 1

0 1

]
, B = B̃ = B̄(t) =

[
1 0

0 1

]
(4.71)

The state-feedback matrix is given by

K = K̄(t) =

[
−2.1961 −0.7545

−0.7545 −2.7146

]
(4.72)

The real part of the eigenvalues of A are c1 = 1.

Figure 4.4: Simulation plot of x(t).

The network transmission interval is given by ∆ = 0.1s. We consider a sustained
DoS attack with variable period and duty cycle, generated randomly. Over a
simulation horizon of 20s, the DoS signal yields |Ξ(0, 20)| = 15.52s and n(0, 20) =

20. This corresponds to values (averaged over 20s) of τD ≈ 0.96 and T ≈ 1.29, and
∼ 80% of transmission failures. It is simple to verify that

∆

τD
+

1

T
≈ 0.8793 (4.73)

According to Theorem 4.4, we obtain that

R1 >
c1∆

1− 1
T −

∆
τD

log2 e = 1.1953 (4.74)

Then we select R1 = 2. The simulation results of x(t) and J(t) are shown in Figure
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Figure 4.5: Simulation plot of J(t).

4.4 and 4.5, respectively. We see that both x(t) and J(t) converge.
In fact, the obtained values of bit rate are conservative. The stability can be still

preserved at the lower rate with R1 = 1 under the same pattern of DoS attacks. One
factor contributing to the conservativeness is that the actual number of successful
transmissions is much larger than the theoretical value computed in Lemma 2.6.
From another viewpoint, if the data rate of the channel are pre-selected as R1 = 2,
the closed-loop system should be stable under the attacks in this example since the
DoS parameters satisfy 1

T + ∆
τD
≈ 0.8793 < 1− c1∆ log2 e

R1
= 0.9279.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigated the stabilization problem of a networked control
system under limited bandwidth and Denial-of-Service attacks. It was shown
that the sufficient condition of bit rate for stabilization depends on the unstable
eigenvalues of the system matrix of the process as well as the DoS parameters.
It is emphasized that the results of the chapter clearly indicate the trade-offs
between the amount of transmitted data and the robustness against DoS attacks. In
particular, the approach is in accordance with the recent studies on the minimum
data rate control problems.





Chapter 5

Output-based resilient control system

In Chapters 3 and 4, we have investigated the resilient design of controllers, where
the state of the plant can be fully measured by sensors, namely y = Cx with C

being an identity matrix. This chapter investigates the resilient controller design
under DoS attacks, where the output of the plant to be controlled is in a more
general form, i.e. C is not necessarily an identity matrix. Similar to the previous
two chapters, in this chapter we still consider the controller-actuator co-location
architecture as shown in Figure 3.1. Besides, we focus on the influence of the
output, and assume that the network bandwidth is infinite and hence there is no
quantization effect.

We have shown in Chapter 3 that in case of full-state output, this class of
controllers with prediction capability is indeed maximally robust in the sense that
it guarantees stability for all the DoS signals with frequency and duration below
a certain critical threshold, beyond which stability can be lost irrespective of the
adopted controller. In this chapter, for the case of partial-state measurements, the
gap from the optimal bound in Chapter 3 is explicitly quantified as a function of
the process observability index, packets transmission rate and DoS parameters. In
addition, we show that the optimal bound in Chapter 3 can be recovered if the
sensor system is equipped with computation capabilities and the communication
protocol is acknowledgment-based. Both continuous and sampled-data implemen-
tations are discussed. As for the latter, in order to preserve stability along with the
same optimality bound, one has to constrain the controller sampling rate.

5.1 Framework

5.1.1 Process dynamics and network

Consider the architecture in Figure 3.1. The process to be controlled is given by
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + d(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + n(t)

x(0) = x0

(5.1)
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where t ∈ R>0; x ∈ Rnx is the process state, u ∈ Rnu is the control input, and
y ∈ Rny is the measurement; (A,B) is stabilizable; (A,C) is observable; d ∈ Rnx is
unknown bounded disturbances, while n ∈ Rny accounts for bounded measurement
and network-induced noise.

In this chapter, we still consider the transmission policy as in (2.1), where
{tk}k=0,1,... denotes the sequence of instants of transmission attempts. Recall that
such control framework as in Figure 3.1 implies that only the measurement channel
is networked and subject to DoS.

5.1.2 Contribution of this chapter

In Chapter 3, we have shown that the closed-loop system is stable if 1
T + ∆

τD
< 1

holds. The main result of this chapter is that if the process under control is
observable, then closed-loop stability is preserved for all the DoS signals satisfying

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1− (µ− 1)

∆

τD
(5.2)

where µ is the observability index of (C, eA∆). The observability index of (C, eA∆)

is the smallest positive integer µ such that
CeA∆

CeA2∆

...
CeAµ∆

 = nx (5.3)

This bound in (5.2) implies the following:

i) If µ = 1 (this holds in case of full-state information and can always be
enforced when C is a design parameter), (5.2) becomes 1/T+∆/τD < 1. This
is the best bound that one can achieve with respect to τD and T in the sense
that at or above the threshold “1” (1/T + ∆/τD > 1) one preserves stability
only for some DoS signals, not for all. In fact, as soon as we reach the threshold
“1”, τD and T can give rise to DoS signals that disrupt all the transmission
attempts. Consider for example the DoS signal given by (hn, τn) = (n∆, 0).
This signal yields 1/T + ∆/τD = 1 and satisfies Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with
η = 1, κ = 0, T =∞ and τD = ∆. By construction, this DoS signal disrupts
all the transmission attempts since it is synchronized with the transmission
times. Note that condition 1/T + ∆/τD < 1 requires τD > ∆. This means
that, on the average, DoS cannot occur at the same rate as (or faster than) ∆.

ii) For any given µ > 1 (when C is given), one can get close to 1/T + ∆/τD < 1

by decreasing ∆, and the limit is only dictated by the maximum transmission
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rate allowed by the communication medium.

iii) For any given µ > 1, and any given τD and T > 1, there always exists a ∆ for
which the control system can be stabilized.

As a second result, we show that the bound

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1 (5.4)

can be recovered irrespective of µ by resorting to more complex control architec-
tures and using acknowledgment-based protocols.

These results will be achieved using dynamic controllers equipped with: (i)
prediction; and (ii) state resetting capabilities. The first feature allows one to
compensate for the lack of data during DoS periods, while the second one makes
it possible to achieve fast (finite-time) state reconstruction−up to noise-induced
errors−when process data are available. Both continuous and sampled-data im-
plementations will be considered. As for the latter, constraints on the controller
sampling rate are explicitly characterized.

5.2 Main results

5.2.1 Key lemma

In Chapter 2, we introduced Lemma 2.5 that relates DoS parameters to the time
elapsing between two consecutive successful transmissions. In this section, we first
present a similar lemma, which also involves the observability index.

The next lemma relates DoS parameters, observability index and time elapsing
between (consecutive) successful transmissions, and is key for the developments of
the chapter. Denote by S the set of successful transmissions, and let {zm}m∈Z0 be
the sequence of successful transmissions preceded by µ− 1 consecutive successful
transmissions (see Figure 5.1), that is, such that

{zm, zm −∆, . . . , zm − (µ− 1)∆} ∈ S (5.5)

Lemma 5.1. Consider a transmission policy as in (2.1), along with a DoS signal
satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. If (5.2) holds, then the sequence {zm}m∈Z0

satisfies z0 6 Q̄+ (µ− 1)∆ and zm+1 − zm 6 Q̄+ ∆ for all m ∈ Z0, where

Q̄ := (κ+ µη∆)

(
1− 1

T
− µ∆

τD

)−1

(5.6)
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Proof. Let H̄n := Hn ∪ [hn + τn, hn + τn + µ∆[ denote the n-th DoS interval
prolonged by µ samplings. Also, given any time interval [τ, t], define Ξ̄(τ, t) :=⋃
n∈Z0

H̄n

⋂
[τ, t] and Θ̄(τ, t) := [τ, t]\Ξ̄(τ, t). The main idea for the proof relies on

the following argument. Given hn, we have

|Θ̄(hn, t)| = t− hn − |Ξ̄(hn, t)|
> t− hn − |Ξ(hn, t)| − n(hn, t)µ∆

> (t− hn)

(
1− 1

T
− µ∆

τD

)
− κ− µη∆ (5.7)

for all t > hn where the inequality follows from Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Con-
dition |Θ̄(hn, t)| > 0 implies that [hn, t] contains at least µ consecutive successful
transmissions. In fact, |Θ̄(hn, t)| > 0 implies that [hn, t] contains a DoS-free interval
of length greater than µ∆. We claim that µ consecutive successful transmissions
always occur within [hn, hn + Q̄]. Note that we cannot prove this fact directly via
(5.7) since |Θ̄(hn, hn + Q̄)| might be zero. We prove instead that if the claim were
false then there would exist a time t > hn + Q̄ such that |Θ̄(hn, t)| = 0, which is
not possible since, by (5.7), |Θ̄(hn, t)| > 0 for all t > hn + Q̄. Suppose then that µ
consecutive successful transmissions do not occur within [hn, hn+ Q̄]. Let t∗ denote
the last transmission attempt over [hn, hn + Q̄]. At least one attempt in the set

V := {t∗, t∗ −∆, . . . , t∗ − (µ− 1)∆} (5.8)

must be unsuccessful. Accordingly, let t∗∗ denote the last unsuccessful attempt
within V . Then, we must necessarily have |Θ̄(hn, t∗∗+µ∆)| = 0. In fact, |Θ̄(hn, t∗∗)| =
0 by hypothesis. Moreover, since t∗∗ is unsuccessful it must be contained in a DoS in-
terval, sayHq, which implies that [t∗∗, t∗∗+µ∆[⊆ H̄q. However, |Θ̄(hn, t∗∗+µ∆)| =
0 contradicts (5.7) since t∗∗ > t∗ − (µ− 1)∆ and t∗ + ∆ > hn + Q̄, which implies
t∗∗ + µ∆ > hn + Q̄.

Based on these arguments, the proof can be finalized. Consider first z0 6
Q̄ + (µ − 1)∆. If h0 > (µ − 1)∆ then the claim holds trivially. Suppose instead
that h0 6 (µ − 1)∆. By the above arguments we have µ consecutive successful
transmissions no later than h0 +Q̄ and, hence, no later than Q̄+(µ−1)∆. Consider
next zm+1 − zm 6 Q̄ + ∆. If zm + ∆ is successful, then the claim holds trivially.
Suppose instead that zm + ∆ is unsuccessful. Since zm is successful a DoS must
occur within ]zm, zm+ ∆]. Hence, we must have hn ∈]zm, zm+ ∆] for some n ∈ Z0.
By the above arguments we have µ consecutive successful transmissions no later
than hn + Q̄ and, hence, no later than zm + Q̄+ ∆. �
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5.2.2 Control architecture

Recall that {sr}r∈Z0
is the sequence of successful transmission instants of the output

y. We consider the following impulsive controller (cf. Figure 5.1)
u(t) = Kx̂(t)
˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) +Bu(t), t 6= zm

x̂(t) = ξ(t), t = zm

(5.9)

where {
ξ̇(t) = Aξ(t) +Bu(t), t 6= sr

ξ(t) = ξ(t−) + M̄(y(t)− Cξ(t−)), t = sr
(5.10)

where t ∈ R>0, m ∈ Z0 and r ∈ Z1. The initial conditions are given by

x̂(0) =

{
M̄y(0), if z0 = 0

0, otherwise
(5.11)

and

ξ(0) =

{
M̄y(0), if s0 = 0

0, otherwise
(5.12)

Recall that notation that F(t−) denotes the limit from below of a signal F(t) at
t; the matrix K is an arbitrary matrix such that all the eigenvalues of Φ = A+BK

have negative real part, while M̄ is a state reconstruction matrix, to be specified
next.

In (5.9), the state x̂ is reset whenever µ consecutive measurements are col-
lected. The reset value is given by (5.10), which implements a finite-time observer.
Provided that M̄ is suitably chosen, x̂ converges in a finite-time to x up to an error
caused by disturbance and noise signals. In the following, we let M̄ be chosen in
such a way that

Rµ = 0 (5.13)

where

R := (I − M̄C)eA∆ (5.14)

Note that such an M̄ always exists whenever (C,A) is observable. In fact, Rµ =

0 amounts to requiring that the minimal polynomial of (I − M̄C)eA∆ in the
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Figure 5.1: Top: Control architecture with observer and predictor. The observer triggers
a resetting of the predictor state whenever µ consecutive measurements are received.
Bottom: Example of a predictor update sequence for µ = 3. The gray stripes represent the
presence of DoS; tk is the sequence of transmission attempts; sr is the sequence of successful
transmissions; zm is the sequence of predictor updates.

indeterminate z is zµ, or, equivalently, that

rank


CeA∆

Ce2A∆

...
CeµA∆

 = nx (5.15)

Since eA∆ is regular, this is indeed equivalent to the fact that (C, eA∆) is µ-steps
observable. Observability of (C, eA∆) can always be ensured if ∆ > 0 [31]. The
detailed procedure for constructing M̄ can be found, for instance, in [43, Section 5].

5.2.3 Stability analysis

Let

φx̂(t) := x̂(t)− x(t), φξ(t) := ξ(t)− x(t) (5.16)

where t ∈ R>0. The process dynamics then satisfy

ẋ(t) = Φx(t) +BKφx̂(t) + d(t) (5.17)
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where t ∈ R>0. Since Φ is a stability matrix and d is bounded by hypothesis,
stability depends on φx̂. We first characterize φx̂ at the time instants zm. At zm,
the values of φx̂ and φξ coincide. We then focus on φξ. Note that sr = zm implies
sr−k = zm−k∆ for k = 0, 1, . . . , µ−1 and sr−k−sr−k−1 = ∆ for k = 0, 1, . . . , µ−2.
Defining z∗ := zm − (µ− 1)∆, (5.10) yields

φξ(zm) = (I − M̄C)φξ(z
−
m) + M̄n(zm)

= Rφξ(zm −∆) + χ̄(zm) (5.18)

and, iteratively,

φξ(zm) = Rµ−1φξ(z∗) +

µ−2∑
k=0

Rkχ̄(zm − k∆) (5.19)

where

χ̄(t) := M̄n(t) + v(t) (5.20a)

v(t) := −(I − M̄C)

∫ t

t−∆

eA(t−s)d(s)ds (5.20b)

Observe now that φξ(z∗) = (I−M̄C)φξ(z
−
∗ )+M̄n(z∗). Note that letting φξ(0−) :=

−x(0) this expression is valid even if z∗ = 0 since φξ(0) = −(I−M̄C)x(0)+M̄n(0).
Since eA∆ is regular, and using Rµ = 0, we then have Rµ−1(I − M̄C)φξ(z

−
∗ ) =

Rµe−A∆φξ(z
−
∗ ) = 0.

Hence, we have

φx̂(zm) = φξ(zm)

=

µ−1∑
k=0

RkM̄n(zm − k∆) +

µ−2∑
k=0

Rkv(zm − k∆) (5.21)

One sees from this expression that resetting the controller state makes it possible
to reset φx̂ to the right-hand side of (5.21), which is upper bounded, every time
µ consecutive measurements become available. In turn, Lemma 5.1 ensures that
a resetting does always occur in a finite time. These two properties guarantee
boundedness of φx̂ for all t > z0.

Lemma 5.2. Consider a stabilizable and observable process as in (5.1) with control
system (5.9)-(5.10) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Consider any DoS
sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and
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T satisfying (5.2). Then, there exists a positive constant ρ0 such that

‖φx̂(t)‖ 6 ρ0 ‖wt‖∞ (5.22)

for all t ∈ R>z0 , where w =
[
dT nT

]T.

Proof. Consider any interval [zm, zm+1[, where m ∈ Z0. Recall that λA denote
the logarithmic norm of A. Using (5.20b), we obtain ‖v(t)‖ 6 ρ1 ‖dt‖∞ for
all t ∈ R>z0 , where ρ1 := ‖I − M̄C‖ρ2 and where ρ2 := ∆ if λA 6 0, and
ρ2 := λ−1

A (eλA∆ − 1) if λA > 0. By (5.21), we then have

‖φx̂(zm)‖ 6 ρ3 ‖wzm‖∞ (5.23)

where ρ3 := (ρ1 + ‖M̄‖)
∑µ−1
k=0 ‖R‖k. Now, notice that

φ̇x̂(t) = Aφx̂(t)− d(t), t 6= zm (5.24)

where t ∈ R>0. By Lemma 5.1, zm+1 − zm 6 Q̄ + ∆ for all m ∈ Z0. Hence, if
λA 6 0, we get

‖φx̂(t)‖ ≤ ‖φx̂(zm)‖+ (Q̄+ ∆)‖dt‖∞ (5.25)

for all t ∈ [zm, zm+1[. If instead λA > 0 we get

‖φx̂(t)‖ 6 eλA(Q̄+∆)‖φx̂(zm)‖+ λ−1
A

(
eλA(Q̄+∆) − 1

)
‖dt‖∞ (5.26)

for all t ∈ [zm, zm+1[, which follows again from Lemma 5.1. Hence, defining

ρ0 :=

{
ρ3 + Q̄+ ∆, if λA 6 0(
ρ3 + λ−1

A

)
eλA(Q̄+∆) − λ−1

A , if λA > 0
(5.27)

we obtain the desired result. �

The possibility of upper bounding φx̂ simply in terms of disturbance and noise
signals is due to the control resetting mechanism. Similar conclusions seem im-
possible to obtain with purely dynamic controllers, including the case of classic
asymptotic observers.

Exploiting Lemma 5.2, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5.3. Consider a stabilizable and observable process as in (5.1) with the
control system (5.9)-(5.10) under the transmission policy as in (2.1). Then, the
closed-loop system is stable for any DoS sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2
with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and T satisfying (5.2).

Proof. Consider the closed-loop dynamics for all t > z0. Note that z0 exists and
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is finite by virtue of Lemma 5.1. Recall that the process dynamics satisfies (5.17)
for all t ∈ R>0. Given any positive definite matrix M , let P be the solution of the
Lyapunov equation ΦTP + PΦ + M = 0. Let V (x) = xTPx. Its derivative along
the solutions to (5.17) satisfies

V̇ (x(t)) 6 −γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ2‖x(t)‖‖φx̂(t)‖+ γ3‖x(t)‖‖d(t)‖ (5.28)

for all t ∈ R>0, where γ1 is the smallest eigenvalue of M , γ2 := ‖2PBK‖ and
γ3 := ‖2P‖. From the last expression one sees that stability depends on the
magnitude of φx̂. In view of (5.28) and Lemma 5.2, we have

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ6‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ (5.29)

for all t ∈ R>z0 , where γ6 := γ2ρ0 + γ3.
Observe that for any positive real ι3, Young’s inequality yields 2‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ 6

1
ι3
‖x(t)‖2 + ι3‖wt‖2∞. Using this inequality with ι3 = γ6/γ1, we immediately get

V̇ (x(t)) 6 −ω4V (x(t)) + γ7‖wt‖2∞ (5.30)

for all t ∈ R>z0 . where ω4 := γ1/(2α2) and γ7 := γ2
6/(2γ1), and where α2 denotes

the largest eigenvalue of P . This shows that x remains bounded because z0 exists
and is finite in view of Lemma 5.1. In turn, this implies that x̂ and ξ remains
bounded. Moreover, in the event that disturbance and noise signals converge to
zero, (5.21) implies that the sequence of φx̂(zm) converges to zero. Then, φx̂
converges to zero in view of (5.24) and Lemma 5.1. In turn, (5.28) implies that x,
and hence x̂ and ξ, converge to zero. �

Remark 5.4. One sees that the considered controller yields quite strong stability
properties, namely global exponential stability with linear bounds on the map from
the disturbance and noise signals to the process state. �

Remark 5.5. To some extent, the results are robust against numerical errors that
cause Rµ 6= 0. For brevity, assume that µ = 1 and that noise and disturbances
are zero. We have φx̂(zm) = φξ(zm) = Rφξ(zm − ∆). Clearly, if R 6= 0 due to
numerical errors then φx̂(zm) 6= 0 unless x0 = 0. Notice now that ‖φξ(zm −∆)‖ 6
γ8‖φξ(zm−1)‖ = γ8‖φx̂(zm−1)‖ where, assuming an unstable process, γ8 := eλAQ̄

with Q̄ being as in Lemma 5.1. Hence, we have

‖φx̂(zm)‖ 6 γ8 ‖R‖ ‖φx̂(zm−1)‖ (5.31)

Thus, a sufficient condition for φx̂ to asymptotically vanish is that γ8 ‖R‖ < 1. In
this case, an analysis similar to the one for R = 0 can be carried out. One can
interpret condition γ8 ‖R‖ < 1 as saying that the attenuation of the estimation
error given by R must be predominant compared with the amplification caused by
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γ8, which involves, via Q̄, both the network transmission rate and the DoS signal.
�

5.2.4 Discussion on the delay case

Here, we discuss how delays can be taken into account with the control architecture
(5.9)-(5.10), and we will assume that each transmission, if successful, occurs with
delay less than ∆. Suppose that µ successful transmissions occur at {zm, zm −
∆, . . . , zm − (µ − 1)∆} so that the last packet is received before zm + ∆. Let
z∗ = zm − (µ− 1)∆ for conciseness and consider the recursions

αk+1 = qk + M̄(y(z∗ + k∆)− Cqk) (5.32a)

qk+1 = eA∆αk+1 + Uk (5.32b)

Uk :=

∫ z∗+(k+1)∆

z∗+k∆

eA(z∗+(k+1)∆−s)Bu(s)ds (5.32c)

where k ∈ Z0 and q0 is arbitrary. Note that y(t) represents the value sent at t
and received within [t, t+ ∆[. System (5.32) replaces the predictor (5.10) at the
instants k∆. Letting φk+1 := αk+1 − x(z∗ + k∆), one can verify that φµ equals the
right side of (5.21), i.e., αµ equals the value ξ(zm) in (5.10) with no delays. Hence,
the controller state in (5.9) is reset at νm = zm + ∆ (instead of zm) according to

x̂(νm) = eA∆αµ + Uµ−1 (5.33)

which satisfies

x̂(νm)− x(νm) = eA∆Wm −
∫ νm

zm

eA(νm−s)d(s)ds (5.34)

where Wm is the right-side of (5.21). The estimation error is bounded in terms
of disturbance and noise signals so that the previous analysis carries over to the
delay case. The only difference is that, in (5.2), one has to replace (µ − 1) with
µ. By Lemma 5.1, this ensures that one always has DoS-free intervals of length
greater than (µ+ 1)∆, the extra ∆ accounting for the delay in receiving all the µ
packets. We finally note that the implementation of (5.32) requires computation
and storing of the Uks. These values can be obtained from the outputs ψ((q∆)−) of
the dynamical system {

ψ̇(t) = Aψ(t) +Bu(t), t 6= q∆

ψ(t) = 0, t = q∆
(5.35)

where q ∈ Z0.
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5.2.5 Virtual one-step observability

By decreasing ∆ one can get arbitrarily close to the optimal bound (5.4). How-
ever, very small values of ∆ may cause large noise amplification via R, which
is a well-known fact for deadbeat-like observers. If the sensor system can be
equipped with computation capabilities and the network communication protocol
is acknowledgment-based (like the TCP protocol), one can recover (5.4) irrespective
of µ by resorting to the control arrangement of Figure 5.2. 1

Let

ζ(t) := Cx(t) + n̄(t) (5.36)

be the measurement signal at the sensor system, where n̄ is the measurement noise.
System (5.9) is replaced by

u(t) = Kx̂(t)
˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) +Bu(t), t 6= sr

x̂(t) = ξ(t) + ñ(t), t = sr

(5.37)

where t ∈ R>0 and r ∈ Z0; ñ is the network-induced noise; ξ is the observer state,
which is specified hereafter. Let δ := ∆/ι4 where ι4 ∈ Zµ := {µ, µ+ 1, . . .}. System
(5.10) is moved to the sensor side and is replaced by

ū(t) = Kx̄(t)

˙̄x(t) = Ax̄(t) +Bū(t), t 6= sr

x̄(t) = ξ(t), t = sr

ξ̇(t) = Aξ(t) +Bū(t), t 6= qδ

ξ(t) = ξ(t−) + M̃(ζ(t)− Cξ(t−)), t = qδ

(5.38)

where t ∈ R>0, r ∈ Z0 and q ∈ Z1. The initial conditions are given by

x̂(0) =

{
ξ(0) + ñ(0), if s0 = 0

0, otherwise
(5.39)

x̄(0) =

{
ξ(0), if s0 = 0

0, otherwise
(5.40)

and ξ(0) = M̃ζ(0).

The matrix M̃ is designed as in Section 5.2.2, in such a way that R̃µ = 0 where
R̃ := (I − M̃C)eAδ. In simple terms, ξ estimates the process state at a rate faster

1A very similar architecture has been considered in the context of event-triggered control [28].
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Figure 5.2: Control architecture for one-step observability.

than 1/∆, and ι4 ∈ Zµ ensures that one single transmission already contains the
full estimate of x (thus “one-step observability”). The system with state x̄ is needed
to mimic (5.37) since u is not available to the sensor system. An acknowledgment-
based protocol is needed since (5.38) requires the knowledge of the transmission
instants sr.

The difference with respect to the analysis of Section 5.2.3 is due to the term
u− ū. This term is null before s0. Pick now any r ∈ Z0. Since x̄(sr) = ξ(sr) and
x̂(sr) = ξ(sr) + ñ(sr) we have u(t) − ū(t) = KeΦ(t−sr)ñ(sr) for all t ∈ [sr, sr+1[,
where Φ = A+BK. Consider now the signal φξ = ξ − x. We have

φ̇ξ(t) = Aφξ(t)−B(u(t)− ū(t))− d(t)

= Aφξ(t)− d̃(t) (5.41)

for all t 6= qδ, where

d̃(t) :=

{
d(t), t < s0

BKeΦ(t−sr)ñ(sr) + d(t), t ∈ [sr, sr+1[
(5.42)

Let s∗ := sr − (µ − 1)δ for conciseness. Proceeding as in Section 5.2.3, simple
iterations yield

φξ(sr) = R̃µ−1φξ(s∗) +

µ−2∑
k=0

R̃kχ̃(sr − kδ) (5.43)
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where

χ̃(t) := M̃n̄(t) + ṽ(t)

ṽ(t) := −(I − M̃C)

∫ t

t−δ
eA(t−s)d̃(s)ds

(5.44)

Notice that by construction ∆ = δι4 > δµ so that a full state estimate of x is
available before s0. In fact, either s0 = 0 which can only happen if µ = 1, or s0 > ∆

which implies that at least µ consecutive process measurements are collected before
any transmission attempt. This means that s∗ is a well-defined quantity. We then
have

φξ(sr) =

µ−1∑
k=0

R̃kM̃n̄(sr − kδ) +

µ−2∑
k=0

R̃kṽ(sr − kδ) (5.45)

φx̂(sr) = φξ(sr) + ñ(sr) (5.46)

In view of Lemma 2.5 and (5.45)-(5.46), the next result follows proceeding as in
Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.3.

Theorem 5.6. Consider a stabilizable and observable process as in (5.1) with control
system (5.37)-(5.38) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Then, the closed-loop
system is stable for any DoS sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary
η and κ, and with τD and T satisfying (5.4). �

Remark 5.7. In addition to recovering the bound (5.4), the architecture (5.37)-
(5.38) is interesting also from the viewpoint of performance. Specifically, since
small values of δ may cause large noise amplifications via R̃ (cf. (5.45)), (5.37)-
(5.38) need not yield any performance improvement with respect to (5.9)-(5.10)
when both measurement and network-induced noise are present. Instead, the
situation is different when the measurement noise n̄ can be neglected. In fact,
assuming n̄ = 0, (5.9)-(5.10) may still suffer from noise amplification due to the
network-induced noise, which enters R directly in the estimation error (5.21). This
is not the case for (5.37)-(5.38) since the network-induced noise ñ only enters
R̃ indirectly via ṽ as an integral disturbance term (cf. (5.45)). This feature is
exemplified in simulation. �

5.3 Sampled-data implementation

In this section, we extend the analysis to a sampled-data implementation [10]. We
will focus on the architecture (5.9)-(5.10). The analysis for (5.37)-(5.38) can be
adapted from the one for (5.9)-(5.10) (cf. Remark 6).
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5.3.1 Control architecture

Consider a sampled-data controller with sampling rate

δ = ∆/ι5 (5.47)

where ι5 ∈ Z1. Choosing δ = ∆/ι5 makes it possible to implement the controller
as a sampled-data version of (5.9), which is synchronized with the network trans-
mission rate. Recall that Iq := [qδ, (q + 1)δ[, where q ∈ Z0. The control action is
implemented using a zero-order-hold device, i.e.,

u(t) = u(qδ) (5.48)

for all t ∈ Iq, where 
u(qδ) = Kα(qδ)

α(qδ) =

{
β(qδ), if qδ = zm
x̂(qδ), otherwise

x̂((q + 1)δ) = Aδα(qδ) +Bδu(qδ)

(5.49)

and β(qδ) =

{
ξ(qδ) +M(y(qδ)− Cξ(qδ)), if qδ = sr
ξ(qδ), otherwise

ξ((q + 1)δ) = Aδβ(qδ) +Bδu(qδ)

(5.50)

where q,m, r ∈ Z0, Aδ := eAδ and Bδ :=
∫ δ

0
eAτBdτ . The initial conditions are

x̂(0) = ξ(0) = 0 (5.51)

Due to the discrete nature of the update equations, the state resetting mechanism
is implemented with auxiliary variables α and β. Notice that δ does not affect M ,
which is designed with respect to the pair (C, eA∆).

5.3.2 Stability analysis

In contrast with Section 5.2, the analysis is carried out with respect to α and β

instead of x̂ and ξ. Unless otherwise stated, all the other variables are as in Section
5.2. Let

φα(t) := α(qδ)− x(t), φβ(t) := β(qδ)− x(t) (5.52)
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where t ∈ Iq, q ∈ Z0.

The following result parallels (5.21).

Proposition 5.8. Consider an observable process as in (5.1) with control system
(5.48)-(5.50) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Then,

φα(zm) = φβ(zm)

=

µ−1∑
k=0

RkM̄n(zm − k∆) +

µ−2∑
k=0

Rkv(zm − k∆) (5.53)

for all m ∈ Z0. �

Proof. In view of (5.50), β coincides with ξ when qδ 6= sr. Hence, β(zm − qδ) =

ξ(zm − qδ) for q = 1, 2, . . . , ι5 − 1, and

ξ(zm) =Aι5−1
δ ξ(zm − (ι5 − 1)δ) +

ι5−2∑
k=0

AkδBδu(zm − (k + 1)δ)

= eA∆β(zm − ι5δ) +

ι5−1∑
k=0

AkδBδu(zm − (k + 1)δ) (5.54)

where, in the last equality, we exploited the second of (5.50) and the fact that
Aι5δ = eA∆. Moreover, since ι5δ = ∆, it holds that β(zm − ι5δ) = β(zm −∆). On
the other hand,

x(zm) = eA∆x(zm −∆) +

∫ zm

zm−∆

eA(zm−s)Bu(s)ds+

∫ zm

zm−∆

eA(zm−s)d(s)ds

(5.55)

Finally, notice that∫ zm

zm−∆

eA(zm−s)Bu(s)ds

=

ι5−1∑
k=0

eAδ(ι5−k−1)

[∫ δ

0

eAτBdτ

]
u(zm −∆ + kδ)

=

ι5−1∑
k=0

Aι5−k−1
δ Bδu(zm −∆ + kδ)

=

ι5−1∑
k=0

AkδBδu(zm − (k + 1)δ) (5.56)
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where the first equality is obtained using the change of variable τ = zm −∆ + (k +

1)δ − s. Combining these expressions, and recalling that φβ(t) = β(qδ)− x(t) for
all t ∈ Iq, we obtain

ξ(zm)− x(zm) = eA∆φβ(zm −∆)−
∫ zm

zm−∆

eA(zm−s)d(s)ds (5.57)

Exploiting the first of (5.50), we obtain

φβ(zm) = (I − M̄C)(ξ(zm)− x(zm)) + M̄n(zm)

= Rφβ(zm −∆) + χ̄(zm) (5.58)

and, iteratively,

φβ(zm) = Rµ−1φβ(z∗) +

µ−2∑
k=0

Rkχ̄(zm − k∆) (5.59)

where z∗ = zm−(µ−1)∆. In order to conclude the proof, recall that φβ(z∗) = (I−
M̄C)(ξ(z∗)−x(z∗))+M̄n(z∗). The last expression is valid even if z0 = (µ−1)∆ since
φβ(0) = −(I − M̄C)x(0) + M̄n(0). Since eA∆ is regular, Rµ−1(I − M̄C)(ξ(zm)−
x(zm)) = 0. The result follows recalling that φα(zm) = φβ(zm). �

Under (5.48)-(5.50), the process dynamics satisfies

ẋ(t) = Φx(t) +BKφα(t) + d(t) (5.60)

for all t ∈ Iq, q ∈ Z≥0. Given any positive definite matrix M , let P be the solution
of the Lyapunov equation ΦTP + PΦ +M = 0. Let V (x) = xTPx. Its derivative
along the solutions to (5.60) satisfies

V̇ (x(t)) 6 − γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ2‖x(t)‖‖φα(t)‖+ γ3‖x(t)‖‖d(t)‖ (5.61)

for all t ∈ Iq, where recall that γ1 is the smallest eigenvalue of M , γ2 = ‖2PBK‖
and γ3 = ‖2P‖. Notice now that the dynamics of φα satisfies

φ̇α(t) = −ẋ(t) = Aφα(t)− Φα(qδ)− d(t) (5.62)

for all t ∈ Iq. The differential equation in (5.62) differs from its continuous
counterpart due to the extra term Φα(qδ). Because of this, Lemma 5.2 breaks down.
In order to recover a property similar to the one established in Lemma 5.2, the
controller sampling rate has to be properly chosen. In this respect, letting δ = ∆/ι5
allows to differentiate between controller sampling rate and transmission rate,
maintaining ∆ possibly large.
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Lemma 5.9. Consider a stabilizable and observable process as in (5.1) with control
system (5.48)-(5.50) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Consider any DoS
sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and
T satisfying (5.2). Let the controller sampling rate be chosen in such a way that

δ 6
1

λA
log

[(
σ

1 + σ

)
1

max{‖Φ‖, 1}
λA + 1

]
(5.63)

if λA > 0, and

δ 6

(
σ

1 + σ

)
1

max{‖Φ‖, 1}
(5.64)

if λA 6 0, where λA is the logarithmic norm of A and σ is a positive constant satisfying
γ1 − σγ2 > 0, where γ1 is equal to the smallest eigenvalue of M and γ2 = ‖2PBK‖.
Then, there exists a positive constant ρ4 such that

‖φα(t)‖ 6 σ‖x(t)‖+ ρ4 ‖wt‖∞ (5.65)

for all t ∈ R>z0 .

Proof. Consider any interval [zm, zm+1[ and any controller sampling instant
qδ ∈ [zm, zm+1[. For convenience, we shall relate a controller update instant qδ with
a successful transmission instant zm via the expression qδ = zm + pδ, where p ∈ Z0.
This is always possible because δ = ∆/ι5. We start by deriving an expression for
φα(qδ). It is simple to verify that the dynamics of the variable α in the controller
equations satisfies

α(qδ) = Apδ α(zm) +

p−1∑
k=0

Ap−k−1
δ Bδ u(zm + kδ) (5.66)

In fact, between two successful transmissions, α coincides with x̂, which evolves
like a classical linear time-invariant discrete-time system. On the other hand,

x(t) = eA(t−zm)x(zm) +

∫ t

zm

eA(t−s)Bu(s)dτ +

∫ t

zm

eA(t−s)d(s)ds (5.67)

for all t ∈ [zm, zm+1[. Combining the two expressions, and recalling that φα(t) =

α(qδ)− x(t) for all t ∈ Iq, we get

φα(qδ) = eA(qδ−zm)φα(zm)−
∫ qδ

zm

eA(qδ−s)d(s)ds (5.68)

where we exploited the relation Apδ = eApδ = eA(qδ−zm), and the fact that (cf.
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(5.56)) ∫ qδ

zm

eA(qδ−s)Bu(s)ds =

p−1∑
k=0

Ap−k−1
δ Bδu(zm + kδ) (5.69)

We can now obtain an upper bound on φα at and between controller samplings.
As for the former, since by hypothesis qδ ∈ [zm, zm+1[, Proposition 5.8 and (5.68)
yield ‖φα(qδ)‖ 6 ρ0‖wqδ‖∞, where ρ0 is defined as in Lemma 5.2. As for the latter,
let

f(t− qδ) :=

∫ t

qδ

eλA(t−s)ds (5.70)

Now recall that ρ̂ = max{eλAδ, 1} and κ1 = max{‖Φ‖, 1}. Integrating (5.62) over
Iq, we obtain

‖φα(t)‖ 6 ρ̂ ρ0‖wt‖∞ + κ1f(t− qδ)(‖φα(t)‖+ ‖x(t)‖+ ‖dt‖∞) (5.71)

for all t ∈ Iq, where we used α(qδ) = φα(t) + x(t). Finally, observe that f(0) = 0

and that f(t − qδ) is monotonically increasing with t. Hence, any positive real δ
such that κ1f(δ) 6 σ/(1 + σ) ensures (5.65) with ρ4 := σ + ρ̂ρ0(1 + σ). If λA > 0,
we have f(δ) = 1

λA
(eλAδ − 1) and (5.63) yields the result. If instead λA 6 0, then

f(δ) 6 δ, and (5.64) yields the result. �

By Lemma 5.9, admissible values for the controller sampling rate always exist
and can be explicitly computed from the parameters of the control system. Based
on Lemma 5.9, the following result can be stated, which is a natural counterpart of
Theorem 5.3. The result shows that the sampled-data implementation guarantees
exactly the same robustness properties as the continuous implementation.

Theorem 5.10. Consider a stabilizable and observable process as in (5.1) with control
system (5.48)-(5.50) under a transmission policy as in (2.1). Let the controller
sampling rate be chosen as in Lemma 5.9. Then, the closed-loop system is stable for
any DoS sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and
with τD and T satisfying (5.2).

Proof. Consider the closed-loop dynamics for all t > z0. Substituting (5.65) into
(5.61) yields

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −(γ1 − σγ2)‖x(t)‖2 + (γ2ρ4 + γ3)‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ (5.72)

for all t ∈ R>z0 , where γ1 − σγ2 > 0. Hence, the proof of Theorem 5.3 carries over
to Theorem 5.10 with γ1 and γ6 in (5.29) replaced by γ1 − σγ2 and γ2ρ4 + γ3 in
(5.72), respectively. �
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Remark 5.11. The sampled-data implementation for (5.37)-(5.38) can be easily
adapted from the one for (5.9)-(5.10). One only needs an extra dynamical system
as in (5.49) to implement the predictor at the sensor side. The two predictors,
which update at qδ = sr, must be implemented with the same δ = ∆/ι6, with
ι6 ∈ Z≥µ so that the observer yields a full estimate of x in one period ∆. The
constraint on δ given by Lemma 5.9 does not change since it only depends on the
parameters of the control system. Just like for the continuous implementation, the
advantage of the sampled-data implementation for (5.37)-(5.38) is to tolerate a
larger amount of DoS (cf. Section 5.2). �

5.4 Numerical example: batch reactor system

The example is taken from [68]. The process to be controlled is open-loop unstable
and is characterized by the matrices

A =


1.38 −0.2077 6.715 −5.676

−0.5814 −4.29 0 0.675

1.067 4.273 −6.654 5.893

0.048 4.273 1.343 −2.104

 , (5.73)

B =


0 0

5.679 0

1.136 −3.146

1.136 0

 , C =

 1 0 1 −1

0 1 0 0

 (5.74)

The state-feedback matrix is given by

K =

[
0.9115 −2.7338 −0.5621 −3.0675

4.8175 −0.006 3.6277 −2.0419

]
(5.75)

We compare the two controller implementations (5.9)-(5.10) and (5.37)-(5.38).
The sampled-data architecture yields similar results. The system observability index
is µ = 2 and the system parameters are ‖Φ‖ = 29.8221 and λA = 3.4425. The
network transmission rate is given by ∆ = 0.1s. As for (5.37)-(5.38), we select
δ = 0.05s, which yields relatively small noise amplification. With these parameters
we obtain

M̄ =


2.0788 −2.4986

0 1

0.7558 17.0692

1.8346 14.5705

 , M̃ =


4.1477 −5.8791

0 1

0.5465 32.2108

3.6941 26.3317

 (5.76)
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results for (5.9)-(5.10) with M̄ as in (5.76).

which yield R2 = 0 and R̃2 = 0 with ∆ = 0.1 and δ = 0.05 respectively. Distur-
bances d and measurement noise n are random signals with uniform distribution
in [−0.01, 0.01].

Figure 5.3 shows simulation results for the control system (5.9)-(5.10). We
consider a sustained DoS attack with variable period and duty cycle, generated
randomly. Over a simulation horizon of 20s, the DoS signal yields |Ξ(0, 20)| = 14.6s
and n(0, 20) = 26. This corresponds to values (averaged over 20s) of τD ≈ 0.7692

and T ≈ 1.3699, and ∼ 73% of transmission failures. One sees that the control
system achieves satisfactory performance regulation despite the sustained DoS
attack and the strong open-loop unstable modes. In fact, one can verify that the
DoS parameters are consistent with the theoretical stability bounds since

∆

τD
+

1

T
≈ 0.8599, 1− (µ− 1)

∆

τD
≈ 0.8700 (5.77)

The control system (5.37)-(5.38) for one-step observability yields quite similar
regulation performance.

We next verify the comments made in Remark 5.7. We assume that measurement
noise n̄ is zero, while the network-induced noise is a random signal with uniform
distribution in [−0.01, 0.01]. In this case, one can show that (5.9)-(5.10) provides
quite limited performance improvements. On the contrary, as shown in Figure
5.4, the performance of (5.37)-(5.38) is remarkable (indeed comparable to the
hypothetical case of full-state measurements). As discussed in Remark 5.7, this
is due to the fact that the network-induced noise only enters R̃ indirectly as an
integral disturbance term.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results for (5.37)-(5.38) with M̃ as in (5.76), achieving one-step
observability. This figure refers to the case where the measurement noise n̄ = 0. A very
similar response is obtained up to a noise magnitude of ∼ 10−4 (cf. Remark 5.7).

5.5 Conclusions

We investigated the problem of designing DoS-resilient control architectures for
state-output networked systems. Like the results in Chapter 3, it was shown that
state reseting triggered by a certain number of consecutive successful transmissions
also makes it possible to maximize the amount of DoS that one can tolerate for quite
a general class of DoS signals. Both continuous and sampled-data implementations
have been discussed. The latter requires a suitable choice of the controller sampling
rate.





Chapter 6

Resilient remote control design

In Chapters 3-5, it was shown that co-located architectures (control unit co-located
with the actuators and networked sensor channel) can guarantee the highest
possible level of robustness against DoS, in the sense that they can guarantee
closed-loop stability for all the DoS signals with frequency and duration below
a certain critical threshold, where the threshold is maximized by the co-located
architectures. Unfortunately, co-location requires wired or dedicated actuator
channels, which could not meet flexibility and cost requirements.

In this chapter, we design control architectures that approximate co-location
while enabling remote implementation (networked sensor and control channels).
The proposed architectures rely on “packet-based control” and “buffering”. The
basic idea is to transmit data packets containing plant input predictions whenever
DoS is absent, and use the data stored in the actuator buffer during the periods of
DoS. This idea has already proved to be effective to compensate for network delay
[3, 9] as well as packet losses [53, 54]. Here we do not assume that the prediction
horizon covers the maximum number of packet dropouts, thus accounting for the
situation where the network undergoes periods of DoS possibly larger than the
buffer capacity. The main focus is on the case where sensor and control channels
are shared. Nonetheless, we briefly analyze also the case where sensor and control
channels are independent and can be jammed at different instants.

6.1 Framework

6.1.1 Process dynamics and network

In this chapter, we still investigate the linear process as discussed in Chapter 3
given by {

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + d(t)

y(t) = x(t) + n(t)
(6.1)

where t ∈ R>0; x ∈ Rnx , nx ∈ Z1, is the state, with x(0) arbitrary; u ∈ Rnu ,
nu ∈ Z1, is the control input and y ∈ Rnx is the measurement vector; A and B

are matrices of appropriate size with (A,B) stabilizable; d ∈ Rnx and n ∈ Rnx are
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unknown bounded disturbance and noise signals, respectively.
We assume that sensor and actuator channels are networked and operate with

sampling interval ∆ ∈ R>0. Recall the transmission policy in (2.1) such that
{tk}k∈Z0

= {t0, t1, . . .} is the sequence of sensor/control transmission attempts
with t0 = 0 and tk+1− tk = ∆. This means that in the absence of DoS, transmission
of y as well as computation and transmission of u occur simultaneously at tk.

6.1.2 Control objective

The control objective is to synthesize a remote controller, possibly dynamic, that
preserves closed-loop stability while maximizing η, κ, 1/τD and 1/T . In this
chapter, by closed-loop stability we mean that all the signals in the closed-loop
system remain bounded for any initial condition x(0) and bounded noise and
disturbance signals, and converge to zero in the event that noise and disturbance
signals converge to zero.

6.1.3 Contribution of this chapter

In Chapter 3, this problem has been investigated for the special case in which
only the sensor channel is networked. When co-location is possible, 1

T + ∆
τD

< 1

yields the best bound that one can achieve for the class of DoS signals satisfying
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 in the sense that at or above the threshold “1” (when
1/T + ∆/τD > 1) one can preserve stability only for some DoS signals, not for all.
However, co-location requires a wired or dedicated control channel, which could
not meet flexibility and cost requirements. To mitigate these shortcomings, we will
consider architectures that allow for remote implementation as in Figure 6.1 where
both sensing and control channels are networked. Specifically, we will consider
packet-based control architectures in which the control unit transmits a data packet
containing a sequence of process input predictions. These values are stored in a
buffer and used during DoS periods.

The contribution of this chapter is twofold. First, we provide conditions on the
prediction horizon and DoS under which closed-loop stability is preserved. The
remote architectures can preserve closed-loop stability as long as

hδ

Q+ ∆
>

ω6

ω5 + ω6
(6.2)

where h is the buffer size determining the length hδ of the prediction horizon with
δ being as in Lemma 3.5, Q is a DoS-dependent parameter determining the longest
period where communication is not possible as discussed in Lemma 2.5, and ω5

and ω6 are process-dependent constants which determine the closed-loop decay
and divergence rate in the absence and presence of DoS, respectively.
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Second, we explicitly quantify the robustness “gap” between remote and co-
located implementations:

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1− ω6(κ+ η∆)

(ω5 + ω6)hδ − ω6∆
(6.3)

This shows that the ideal bound obtained with co-location is recovered as the
prediction horizon increases.

6.2 Main results

6.2.1 Control architecture

Recall that {sr}r∈Z0 = {s0, s1, . . .} represents the sequence of time instants where
successful transmissions occur. At sr, given a buffer size h ∈ Z1, the control unit
successfully transmits a packet containing h control values

up(sr) = Kαp(sr), p = 0, . . . , h− 1 (6.4)

to the buffer unit, where αp(sr) is given by

αp(sr) = (Aδ +BδK)py(sr), p = 0, . . . , h− 1 (6.5)

with Aδ = eAδ and Bδ =
∫ δ

0
eAτBdτ . The actuator implements a sample-and-hold

policy with sampling period δ := ∆/ι7, ι7 ∈ Z1. Let Ip(sr) := [sr + pδ,min{sr +

(p+ 1)δ, sr+1}[, p ∈ {0, . . . , h− 2}, and Ih−1(sr) := [sr + (h− 1)δ, sr+1[. Then

u(t) =


0, t ∈ [0, s0[

up(sr), t ∈ Ip(sr), p = 0, . . . , h− 2

uh−1(sr), t ∈ Ih−1(sr)

(6.6)

In other words, the control action is kept to zero until the first successful
transmission occurs. Thereafter, over each interval [sr, sr+1[ the actuator applies
the values in the buffer until the buffer is empty and the last value in the buffer
uh−1(sr) is kept until sr+1. On the other hand, if sr+1 < sr + hδ then all the
samples left in the buffer are discarded and a new sequence of controls is stored.
Figure 6.1 exemplifies the functioning of (6.6).
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Figure 6.1: Left. Schematic of remote control architecture with buffer. Right. Example of
the functioning of (6.6). In this example, the actuator has sampling period δ = ∆/2, the
buffer size is h = 3 and the red stripes represent DoS intervals. The control action is kept to
zero until s0 = ∆ = 2δ, when the first process measurement is received (first of (6.6)). Then
(second of (6.6)), the actuator applies the two samples u0 = u0(s0) and u1 = u1(s0). At
2∆, a new measurement is received and a new sequence of controls is stored. The actuator
applies the three new samples u0 = u0(s1), u1 = u1(s1) and u2 = u2(s1) since DoS blocks
the transmissions at 3∆. At 7δ, the buffer becomes empty and the actuator continues to use
u2 = u2(s1) (third of (6.6)) until a new successful transmission occurs, which is at 5∆.

6.2.2 Dynamics within the prediction horizon

To begin with, we analyze the closed-loop dynamics within the prediction horizon.
Consider a generic interval Ip(sr) and let

φ(t) := αp(sr)− x(t), t ∈ Ip(sr) (6.7)

Using (6.7), we can rewrite the process dynamics as ẋ(t) = Φx(t) +BKφ(t) + d(t)

where Φ = A + BK. Given any symmetric positive definite matrix M , let P be
the solution of the Lyapunov equation ΦTP + PΦ +M = 0. Let V (x) = xTPx. Its
derivative along the solutions to ẋ satisfies

V̇ (x(t)) 6 −γ1‖x(t)‖2 + γ2‖x(t)‖‖φ(t)‖+ γ3‖x(t)‖‖d(t)‖ (6.8)

where γ1 is the smallest eigenvalue of M , γ2 = ‖2PBK‖ and γ3 = ‖2P‖. One sees
that closed-loop stability depends on φ, which in turn depends on the actuator
sampling period δ. In general, it is not possible to get a dissipation inequality [6]
in (6.8) for an arbitrary δ. Nonetheless, this is possible provided that δ is suitably
chosen.

Lemma 6.1. Consider a dynamical system as in (6.1) under control action (6.4)-
(6.6). Let the actuator sampling period δ be chosen as in Lemma 3.5. Then, there
exists a positive constant ρ̃ such that ‖φ(t)‖ 6 σ‖x(t)‖ + ρ̃ ‖wt‖∞ for all t ∈
[sr,min{sr + hδ, sr+1}[, where σ and ρ̃ are as in Lemma 3.5 and w = [dT nT ]T .

Proof. Note that min{sr + hδ, sr+1} − sr ≤ Q+ ∆. The remainder of the proof
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can be derived by following the proof of Lemma 3.5. �

In view of Lemma 6.1, if the actuator sampling period is properly chosen then
we induce a dissipation inequality to the Lyapunov function. Specifically, V̇ (x(t)) 6
−γ9‖x(t)‖2 + γ10‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ where γ9 := γ1 − σγ2 and γ10 := γ2ρ̃+ γ3. Observe
now that for any positive real ι0, the Young’s inequality yields 2‖x(t)‖‖wt‖∞ 6
ι−1
0 ‖x(t)‖2 + ι0‖wt‖2∞. Using this inequality with ι0 := γ10/γ9, we obtain V̇ (x(t)) 6
−ω5V (x(t)) + γ11‖wt‖2∞, where ω5 := γ9/(2α2) and γ11 := γ2

10/(2γ9), where α2

denotes the largest eigenvalue of P . Thus,

V (x(t))≤ e−ω5(t−sr)V (x(sr)) + ζ1‖wt‖2∞ (6.9)

for all t ∈ [sr,min{sr + hδ, sr+1}[, where ζ1 := γ11/ω5.
Inequalities (6.8) and (6.9) also immediately provide stability properties of

the control action (6.6) in the absence of DoS. This result is summarized next for
completeness.

Theorem 6.2. Consider a dynamical system as in (6.1) under control action (6.4)-
(6.6). Let the actuator sampling period δ be chosen as in Lemma 3.5. Then, in the
absence of DoS the closed-loop system is stable.

Proof. Boundedness follows directly from (6.9). Moreover, in the event that
noise and disturbances converge to zero then α0(sr) converge to x(sr) as sr in-
creases. In turns, this implies that φ(sr) converge to zero so that convergence of x
follows directly from inequality (6.8). �

6.2.3 Dynamics outside the prediction horizon

We now look at the closed-loop dynamics outside the prediction horizon. From
previous analysis, if 1/T + ∆/τD < 1 then one always has sr+1 − sr 6 Q+ ∆ for
all r ∈ Z0, where Q is as in Lemma 2.5. Consider now a transmission instant sr. At
this time, the buffer is full. If hδ > ∆ and there is no DoS at sr + ∆ then the buffer
is filled again at sr + ∆ and the analysis of Chapter 3 applies. This scenario can be
viewed as a co-located one. Thus, there are two critical cases: (i) when hδ < ∆,
meaning that the prediction horizon does not cover one transmission period; and
(ii) when ∆ 6 hδ < ∆ +Q, which means that the network is subject to DoS periods
that exceed the prediction horizon. We now discuss these scenarios in detail.

Let Dr := [sr + hδ, sr+1[ with Dr 6= ∅. The prediction error satisfies

φ(t) = αh−1(sr)− x(t) (6.10)

for all t ∈ Ih−1(sr). By hypothesis, Dr 6= ∅ which means that sr+1 > sr + hδ. This
implies that (6.10) holds for t = sr + hδ. Hence, the triangular inequality yields
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‖φ(t)‖ ≤ ‖αh−1(sr)‖+‖x(t)‖ ≤ ‖x(sr +hδ)‖+‖φ(sr +hδ)‖+‖x(t)‖ for all t ∈ Dr.
Note that φ(t) is continuous on Ih−1(sr). This, along with Lemma 6.1, implies that
‖φ(sr + hδ)‖ 6 σ‖x(sr + hδ)‖+ ρ̃‖wsr+hδ‖∞. This yields

‖φ(t)‖ ≤ (1 + σ)‖x(sr + hδ)‖+ ‖x(t)‖+ ρ̃‖wt‖∞ (6.11)

for all t ∈ Dr. Combining (6.11) and (6.8), and applying the Young’s inequality
with ι0 = γ3+ρ̃γ2

2(γ1−σγ2) , we get

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ γ2(1− σ)‖x(t)‖2 + γ2(1 + σ)‖x(t)‖‖x(sr + hδ)‖+ γ12‖wt‖2∞
(6.12)

where γ12 := (γ3+ρ̃γ2)2

4(γ1−σγ2) .

Hence, for every t such that ‖x(t)‖ ≥ ‖x(sr + hδ)‖ we have V̇ (x(t)) 6
ω6V (x(t)) + γ12‖wt‖2∞ where ω6 := 2γ2/α1. On the other hand, for every t such
that ‖x(t)‖ ≤ ‖x(sr + hδ)‖ we have V̇ (x(t)) 6 ω6V (x(sr + hδ)) + γ12‖wt‖2∞.
From these expressions, we conclude that during each interval Dr exceeding the
prediction horizon we have

V (x(t)) ≤ eω6(t−sr−hδ)V (x(sr + hδ)) + ζ2e
ω6(t−sr−hδ)‖wt‖2∞ (6.13)

where ζ2 := γ12/ω6.

6.2.4 Stability analysis

The foregoing analysis indicates that the overall behavior of the system can be
regarded as the one of a switched system that behaves stably over the intervals
[sr, sr + hδ[ and unstably over the intervals Dr.

This leads to the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.3. Consider a dynamical system as in (6.1) under control action (6.4)-
(6.6). Given any positive definite matrix M , let P be the solution of the Lyapunov
equation ΦTP + P Φ +M = 0 with Φ = A+BK stable. Let the actuator sampling
period δ be as in Lemma 3.5. Let ω5 := γ1−σγ2

2α2
and ω6 := 2γ2

α1
, where γ1 is the

smallest eigenvalue of M , γ2 = ‖2PBK‖ and γ1 − σγ2 > 0, and α1 and α2 are the
smallest and largest eigenvalues of P , respectively. Consider any DoS pattern satisfying
1/T + ∆/τD < 1. If the buffer size h satisfies (6.2) then the closed-loop system is
stable.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5, s0 is finite. Thus we can restrict ourselves to study the
closed-loop behavior from s0 onwards. We also assume without loss of generality
that hδ < Q + ∆ otherwise the result follows immediately from the analysis of
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Chapter 3. In view of (6.9), V (x(t)) ≤ e−ω5(t−sr)V (x(sr)) + ζ1‖wt‖2∞ for all
t ∈ [sr,min{sr + hδ, sr+1}[. If min{sr + hδ, sr+1} = sr+1 we immediately have
an upper bound on V which is valid over the whole interval [sr, sr+1[. If instead
min{sr + hδ, sr+1} = sr + hδ then (6.13) yields

V (x(t)) 6 eω6(t−sr−hδ)−ω5hδV (x(sr)) + eω6(t−sr−hδ)(ζ1 + ζ2)‖wt‖2∞
6 eω6(Q+∆−hδ)−ω5hδV (x(sr)) + ζ3‖wt‖2∞
6 e−ᾱ(t−sr)V (x(sr)) + ζ3‖wt‖2∞ (6.14)

for all t ∈ [sr + hδ, sr+1[, where ᾱ is the solution of ω6(Q + ∆ − hδ) − ω5hδ =

−ᾱ(Q + ∆) and ζ3 := eω6(Q+∆−hδ)(ζ1 + ζ2). Here, the second inequality follows
from the fact that t−sr 6 Q+∆ for all r ∈ Z0 since t 6 sr+1 and sr+1−sr ≤ Q+∆

for all r ∈ Z0 by Lemma 2.5. The third inequality follows from (6.2), which
implies ω6(Q + ∆ − hδ) − ω5hδ < 0. Thus, since all the quantities involved
are constant, we can always define ᾱ as above and the inequality follows from
ᾱ(Q + ∆) > ᾱ(sr+1 − sr) > ᾱ(t − sr). By letting β := min{ᾱ, ω5}, we conclude
that

V (x(t)) 6 e−β(t−sr)V (x(sr)) + ζ3‖wt‖2∞ (6.15)

for all t ∈ [sr, sr+1[. By simple iterations, we get

V (x(t)) ≤ e−β(t−s0)V (x(s0)) +

1 +

r(t)−1∑
k=0

e−β(sr(t)−sk)

 ζ3‖wt‖2∞

≤ e−β(t−s0)V (x(s0)) +

(
1 +

1

1− e−β∆

)
ζ3‖wt‖2∞ (6.16)

for all t > s0, where r(t) := sup{r ∈ Z0|sr 6 t}. Here, the last inequality follows
from the fact that sv − sk > (v − k)∆ for every v, k ∈ Z0 with v > k. This shows
boundedness. As for convergence, in the event that noise and disturbances converge
to zero then α0(sr) converge to x(sr) as sr increases. In turns, this implies that
φ(sr) converge to zero so that convergence of x follows again from inequality
(6.8). �

Remark 6.4. One sees that in order to get stability it is not necessary that the
prediction horizon covers the maximum period of DoS. In particular, one sees
that robustness increases with: (i) small values of ω6, which corresponds to mild
open-loop unstable dynamics; and (ii) large values of ω5, which corresponds to a
large decay rate of the DoS-free closed-loop dynamics.

Remark 6.5. Exploiting the expression of Q, condition (6.2) can be equivalently
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rewritten as

1

T
+

∆

τD
< 1− ω6(κ+ η∆)

(ω5 + ω6)hδ − ω6∆
(6.17)

The inequality above explicitly quantifies the “gap” between co-located and remote
architectures, showing that one can get as close as desired to the ideal bound by
increasing the buffer size h. �

6.3 Independent sensing and control channels

The foregoing analysis can be extended to cover the case of independent sensing
and control channels. Notice that if the two channels are independent, one can
have two different DoS signals (possibly asynchronous), one on the sensor chan-
nel, characterized by parameters (ηs, κs, τsD, T

s), and one on the control channel,
characterized by parameters (ηc, κc, τ cD, T

c). Let i ∈ {s, c}, where “s” stands for
“sensor channel” while “c” stands for “control channel”. Following Chapter 2, for
i ∈ {s, c} let {hin}n∈Z0

, hi0 > 0, denote the sequence of DoS off/on transitions,
and let Hi

n := {hin} ∪ [hin, h
i
n + τ in[ represent the n-th DoS interval, of length

τ in ∈ R>0, over which the channel i is in DoS status. Given τ, t ∈ R>0 with t > τ ,
let ni(τ, t) denote the number of DoS off/on transitions for channel i over [τ, t[, and
let Ξi(τ, t) :=

⋃
n∈Z0

Hi
n

⋂
[τ, t] denote the subset of [τ, t] where the channel i is in

DoS status.
The following assumption provides a natural generalization of Assumptions 2.1

and 2.2. Notice that Lemma 2.5 still holds true for each of the channels.

Assumption 6.6. There exist constants ηi, κi ∈ R>0, τ iD ∈ R>0 and T i ∈ R>1,
i ∈ {s, c}, such that ni(τ, t) 6 ηi + (t − τ)/τ iD and |Ξi(τ, t)| 6 κi + (t − τ)/T i for
all τ, t ∈ R>0 with t > τ . �

6.3.1 Control architecture

We let {sr}r∈Z0 = {s0, s1, . . .} (s0 < s1 < ..., s0 > t0) be the sequence of
time instants at which process samples of y are successfully transmitted, and
let {zm}m∈Z0

= {z0, z1, . . .} (z0 < z1 < ..., z0 > t0) be the sequence of time
instants at which control samples of u are successfully transmitted. We assume no
transmission delays on each channel and zero computation times, implying that
in the absence of DoS zm = sr for some m, r ∈ Z0. Let δ = ∆/ι8, ι8 ∈ Z1, be the
sampling rate of the control system.

The control architecture for independent sensing and control channels differs
from the one where the channels are shared. This is because when the sensor
channel is under DoS one might still update the control action similarly to the case
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of co-located. To exploit this possibility, the control architecture is equipped with a
predictor.

Let Ip(zm) := [zm+pδ,min{zm+(p+1)δ, zm+1}[, where p ∈ {0, . . . , h−2}, and
Ih−1(zm) := [zm + (h− 1)δ, zm+1[. The control unit operates at the time instants
zm, returning h ∈ Z1 controls

up(zm) = Kαp(zm), p = 0, . . . , h− 1 (6.18)

where

αp(zm) = (Aδ +BδK)pα(zm) (6.19)

Similar to (6.6), the control input applied to the process is given by

u(t) =


0, t ∈ [0, z0[

up(zm), t ∈ Ip(zm), p = 0, . . . , h− 2

uh−1(zm), t ∈ Ih−1(zm)

(6.20)

The variable α appearing in (6.19) defines the prediction of the process state and
is given by 

ξ((q + 1)δ) = Aδα(qδ) +Bδu(qδ)

α(qδ) =


y(qδ), if qδ = sr

ξ(qδ), otherwise

(6.21)

where ξ(0) = 0, q ∈ Z0, r := sup{r ∈ Z0| sr ≤ zm} and u(qδ) = Kα(qδ). In other
words, system (6.21) emulates the process dynamics during the DoS period, and
is “reset” whenever new measurements become available at sr. Whenever the
control channel is available, the controller transmits u and its predictions using
(6.18)-(6.19), in which those predictions of u are computed based on the variable
computed by (6.21).

6.3.2 Prediction error and stability analysis

Consider a generic interval Ip(zm) and let

ψ(t) := αp(zm)− x(t), t ∈ Ip(zm) (6.22)

The following result is a natural counterpart of Lemma 6.1.
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Lemma 6.7. Consider a dynamical system as in (6.1) under control action (6.18)-
(6.21). Let the actuator sampling period δ be chosen as in Lemma 3.5. Consider
any DoS signal on the sensor channel satisfying 1/T s + ∆/τsD < 1. Then, there
exists a positive constant ρ5 such that ‖ψ(t)‖ 6 σ‖x(t)‖ + ρ5 ‖wt‖∞ for all t ∈
[zm,min{zm + hδ, zm+1}[ with zm > s0.

Proof. We first derive a bound on ‖ψ(zm+pδ)‖. Applying Lemma 2.5 with respect
to (ηs, κs, τsD, T

s), the sequence {sr}r∈Z≥0
satisfies s0 6 Q and sr+1 − sr 6 Q+ ∆

for all r ∈ Z0, where

Qs := (κs + ηs∆)

(
1− 1

T s
− ∆

τsD

)−1

(6.23)

Consider any zm with zm > s0. It is simple to verify that

ψ(zm + pδ) = eApδψ(zm)−
∫ zm+pδ

zm

eA(zm+pδ−τ)d(τ)dτ (6.24)

for all p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , h − 1} such that zm + pδ < zm+1. Moreover, ψ(zm) =

α0(zm)−x(zm) = α(zm)−x(zm). The difference with respect to the case of shared
channels is that ψ(zm) cannot be bounded using n(zm) as α(zm) can differ from
y(zm). In order to bound ψ(zm), let sr be the last successful transmission on the
sensor channel before zm. For convenience, we express zm = sr + lδ which is
always possible. In view of (6.21), α(zm) = Alδ y(sr) +

∑l−1
k=0A

l−k−1
δ Bδu(sr + δk).

Hence, we have

ψ(zm) = α(zm)− x(zm) = ψ(sr + lδ) = eAlδn(sr)−
∫ sr+lδ

sr

eA(sr+lδ−τ)d(τ)dτ

(6.25)

Since lδ 6 sr+1−sr 6 Qs+∆, we get ‖ψ(zm)‖ ≤ ρ‖wzm‖∞ where ρ = 1+(Qs+∆)

if λA ≤ 0 and ρ = (1 + 1
λA

)eλA(Qs+∆) if λA > 0. Accordingly, ‖ψ(zm + pδ)‖ 6

ρ6‖wzm+pδ‖∞ where ρ6 := ρ + (h − 1)δ if λA ≤ 0 and ρ6 := (ρ + 1
λA

)eλA(h−1)δ if
λA > 0. By proceeding as in Lemma 6.1, the results follows with ρ5 = σ+ρ6ρ̂(1+σ),
where ρ̂ := max{eλAδ, 1}. �

The lemma above guarantees that ‖ψ(t)‖ 6 σ‖x(t)‖ + ρ5 ‖wt‖∞ for all t ∈
[zm,min{zm + hδ, zm+1}[ with zm > s0 whenever the DoS on the sensor channel
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.5. On the other hand, one can verify that
inequality (6.13) is still valid on Dm := [zm + hδ, zm+1[ with ζ2 replaced by
ζ3 := (γ3+ρ5γ2)2

4ω6(γ1−σγ2) . Following the same steps as in the last section, the next result
follows at once.
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Theorem 6.8. Consider a dynamical system as in (6.1) under control action (6.18)-
(6.21). Let the actuator sampling period δ be as in Lemma 3.5. Consider any DoS
patterns satisfying 1/T i+∆/τ iD < 1, i ∈ {s, c}, and let Qc := (κc+ηc∆)(1−1/T c−
∆/τ cD)−1. If the buffer size h satisfies

hδ

Qc + ∆
>

ω6

ω5 + ω6
(6.26)

the closed-loop system is stable, where ω5 and ω6 are the same as in Theorem 6.3. �

Remark 6.9. The conditions on sensing and control channels are fully decoupled.
In particular, the buffer size h only depends on DoS on the control channel, while
DoS on the sensor channel should only guarantee that successful transmissions
always occur. Close to intuition, this indicates that the control channel is more
critical for stability. �

6.4 Numerical Example

For the ease of comparison, we still investigate the plant considered in Chapter 3.
For brevity, we will focus on the case of shared sensing and control channels. The
process to be controlled is open-loop unstable and is characterized by the matrices

A =

[
1 1

0 1

]
, B =

[
1 0

0 1

]
(6.27)

The state-feedback matrix is given by

K =

[
−2.1961 −0.7545

−0.7545 −2.7146

]
(6.28)

The solution of the Lyapunov equation ΦTP + P Φ + M = 0 with M = I2 yields
γ1 = 1, γ2 = 2.1080, α1 = 0.2779, α2 = 0.4497, ‖Φ‖ = 1.9021, ω5 = 0.5025,
ω6 = 15.1709 and λA = 1.5. Disturbances d and noise n are random signals with
uniform distribution in [−0.01, 0.01]. The network transmission rate is given by
∆ = 0.1s. According the Lemma 3.5 in Chapter 3, we select δ = 0.1s in order to
synchronize the controller sampling rate with ∆.

Figure 6.2 shows simulation results comparing the co-located architecture in
Chapter 3 with the one proposed in this chapter. We consider a sustained DoS
attack with variable period and duty cycle, generated randomly. Over a simulation
horizon of 50s, the DoS signal yields |Ξ(0, 50)| = 34.65s and n(0, 50) = 39. This
corresponds to values (averaged over 50s) of η = 3.1, κ = 0.8442, τD ≈ 1.2821 and
T ≈ 1.4430, and ∼ 70% of transmission failures. Moreover, 1/T + ∆/τD ≈ 0.7710.
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Figure 6.2: Simulation results in case noise and disturbances are random signals with uni-
form distribution in [−0.01, 0.01]. Top: Co-located architecture. Middle: Remote architecture
without buffering. Bottom: Remote architecture with h = 5.

For the co-located architecture, the requirement for closed-loop stability is clearly
satisfied. Consider next the remote architecture. In agreement with (6.2), to
get stability one needs a prediction horizon hδ > 4.9153, which corresponds to
a buffer size h > 50. Figure 6.2 shows that without buffering (when h = 1) the
closed-loop system is unstable. On the other hand, one sees that h = 5 is sufficient
to obtain a satisfactory closed-loop response. This indicates that in some cases, like
the one discussed here, small values of h can be enough to approximate well the
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co-located architecture without actually requiring co-location. In this sense, the
proposed control architecture provides an effective solution to trade-off ease of
implementation and robustness against DoS. We note that the conservativeness of
the theoretical bound on h is somewhat implicit to the “worst-case” type of analysis
pursued in this chapter.

6.5 Conclusions

We have investigated networked systems in the presence of Denial-of-Service,
comparing co-located and remote control architectures. While the former achieves
the highest level of robustness for the family of DoS signals, it need not be always
feasible from a practical point of view. We introduced a control architecture that
approximates co-location while enabling remote implementation. This architecture
relies on “packet-based control” and “buffering”. We have studied closed-loop
stability properties, quantifying the robustness “gap” between this architecture and
the co-located one. As it emerges from both analysis and numerical simulations,
the proposed architecture provides an effective solution for trading-off ease of
implementation and robustness against DoS.





Chapter 7

Distributed systems under DoS

Different from the previous chapters where we have studied centralized control sys-
tems, in this chapter we consider a large-scale system composed of interconnected
subsystems, which are possibly spatially distributed. The information exchange
between the distributed subsystems and controllers takes place over a shared com-
munication channel, which implies that all communication attempts can be denied
in the presence of DoS.

The literature on distributed/decentralized networked control [26, 37, 47, 48,
49, 50, 70] is large. In [50], based on the small-gain approach, the authors propose
a parsimonious event-triggered design, which is able to prevent Zeno behavior and
stabilize nonlinear distributed systems asymptotically. In [26, 48], event-triggered
approaches are discussed within large-scale interconnected systems. By introducing
a constant in the triggering condition, the authors prove that the system converges
to a region around equilibrium without the occurrence of Zeno behavior.

Networked distributed systems under DoS attacks have not been much inves-
tigated, especially under the class of DoS attacks introduced in Assumptions 2.1
and 2.2. In the previous chapters, we have analyzed the behaviors of systems in
a centralized-system manner, where the major characteristic is that all the states
are assumed to be collected and sent in one transmission attempt. In this chapter,
we analyze the problem from the distributed system point of view, where the
interconnected subsystems share one communication channel and transmission
attempts of the subsystems possibly take place asynchronously.

7.1 Framework

7.1.1 Distributed interconnected plants and controllers

Consider a large-scale system consisting of N interacting subsystems, where the
dynamics of the subsystems satisfies

ẋi(t) = Aixi(t) +Biui(t) +
∑
j∈Ni

Hijxj(t), i = 1, 2, ..., N (7.1)
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where Ai, Bi and Hij are matrices with appropriate dimensions and t ∈ R≥0. xi(t)
and ui(t) are state and control input of subsystem i, respectively. Here we assume
that all the subsystems have full-state output. Ni denotes the set of neighbors
of subsystem i. Subsystem i physically interacts through

∑
j∈Ni Hijxj(t) with its

neighbor subsystem(s) j ∈ Ni. Here we consider bidirectional edges, i.e. j ∈ Ni
when i ∈ Nj .

The distributed systems are controlled via a shared network, through which
distributed plants broadcast the measurements and controllers send control in-
puts. The computation of control inputs is based on the transmitted measure-
ments. The received measurements are in sample-and-hold fashion such as xi(tik)

where {tik}k∈Z0
represents the sequence of transmission instants of subsystem

i = 1, 2, ..., N . We assume that there exists a feedback matrix Ki such that
Φi = Ai +BiKi is Hurwitz. Therefore, the control input applied to subsystem i is
given by

ui(t) = Kixi(t
i
k) +

∑
j∈Ni

Lijxj(t
j
k) (7.2)

where Lij is the coupling gain in the controller. Here we assume that the channel
is noiseless and there is no quantization. Moreover, we assume that the network
transmission delay and the computation time of control inputs are zero.

The sequence of tik with i = 1, 2, ..., N and k = 0, 1, ... can be generated by
a variety of laws, e.g. distributed event-triggering law or periodic transmission
law. Specifically, among the periodic transmission laws, we use the Round-robin
scheduling [60]. In this chapter, by Round robin we refer to the sequence such
as {t10, t20, t30..., tN0 ; t11, t

2
1, t

3
1, ..., t

N
1 ; t12, t

2
2, t

3
2, ...t

N
2 ; ...}, where ti+1

k − tik = ∆ and
t1k+1 − tNk = ∆ with ∆ ∈ R>0.

7.1.2 Contribution of this chapter

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we consider a simple but typical sce-
nario where the communication sequence is purely Round-robin and we explicitly
compute a bound on attack frequency and duration, under which the large-scale
system is stable. Specifically, we have that if the frequency and duration of DoS
attacks satisfy

1

T
+

∆∗
τD

<
ωd1

ωd1 + ωd2
(7.3)

then the large-scale system is stable, where ωd1 and ωd2 are parameters depending on
distributed systems and controllers, and ∆∗ is a Round-robin dependent parameter.

Second, trading-off system resilience and communication load, we design a
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hybrid transmission strategy. Specifically, in the absence of DoS attacks, we design
a distributed event-triggered control using small gain argument, which guarantees
practical stability of the closed-loop system while preventing the occurrence of
Zeno behavior. During DoS-active periods, communication switches to Round-
robin, aiming at quick communication restore. This hybrid communication strategy
surprisingly ends up with the same bound as pure Round-robin transmission but
promotes the possibility of saving communication resources.

7.2 Main results

In this section, our objective is to find stability conditions for the networked
distributed systems under DoS attacks. We first study the stabilization problem of
the large-scale systems in the absence of DoS.

7.2.1 A small-gain approach for large-scale systems under net-
worked communication

For subsystem i, we denote by ei(t) the error between its latest broadcast state and
the current state, i.e.,

ei(t) = xi(t
i
k)− xi(t), i = 1, 2, ..., N (7.4)

Then combine (7.1), (7.2) and (7.4), the dynamics of subsystem i can be written as

ẋi(t) = Φixi(t) +BiKiei(t) +
∑
j∈Ni

(BiLij +Hij)xj(t) +Bi
∑
j∈Ni

Lijej(t) (7.5)

from which one sees that the dynamics of subsystem i depends on the intercon-
nected neighbors xj(t) as well as ei(t), ej(t) and the coupling parameters. Intu-
itively, if the couplings are weak and e remains small, then stability can be achieved.
Here, the notion “smallness” of e can be characterized by the x-dependent bound
‖ei(t)‖ ≤ σi‖xi(t)‖, in which σi is a suitable design parameter. Notice that this is
not the network update rule.

We implement Round-robin as our update law in this section. In this respect,
we make the following hypothesis.

Assumption 7.1. (Inter-sampling of Round-robin). In the absence of DoS attacks,
there exists an inter-sampling interval ∆ such that

‖ei(t)‖ ≤ σi‖xi(t)‖ (7.6)

holds, where σi is a suitable design parameter. �
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For centralized settings, values of ∆ satisfying a bound like (7.6) can be explicitly
determined. On the other hand, in [40, 49], the authors compute and apply a
lower bound of time elapsed between two events to prevent Zeno behavior, where
the distributed/decentralized systems are asymptotically stable. The problem of
obtaining ∆ is left for future research.

As mentioned in the foregoing argument, σi should be designed carefully.
Otherwise, even if there exists a ∆ under which (7.6) holds, in the event of an
inappropriate σi, stability can be lost as well.

Given any positive definite matrix Mi, let Pi be the solution of the Lyapunov
equation ΦTi Pi + PiΦi + Mi = 0. Consider the Lyapunov function Vi = xTi Pixi,
which satisfies

λmin(Pi)‖xi(t)‖2 ≤ Vi(xi(t)) ≤ λmax(Pi)‖xi(t)‖2 (7.7)

where λmin(Pi) and λmax(Pi) represent the smallest and largest eigenvalue of Pi,
respectively. The following lemma presents the design of σi guaranteeing stability.

Lemma 7.2. Consider the distributed system as in (7.1) along with a control input as
in (7.2). Suppose that the spectral radius r((Ad)−1

Bd) < 1. The distributed system is
asymptotically stable if σi satisfies

σi <

√
li
ji

(7.8)

where li is the i-th entry of row vector Ld := µT (Ad − Bd) = [l1, l2, ..., lN ] and ji
is the i-th entry of row vector Jd := µTΓd = [j1, j2, ..., jN ]. µ ∈ RN+ is an arbitrary
column vector with all positive entries satisfying µT (−Ad + Bd) < 0. The matrices
Ad, Bd and Γd are given by

Ad =

 α1

. . .
αN

 (7.9)

Bd =


0 β12 · · · β1N

β21 0 β23 β2N

...
... 0

...
βN1 βN2 · · · 0

 (7.10)

Γd =


γ11 γ12 · · · γ1N

γ21 γ22 γ23 γ2N

...
...

...
...

γN1 γN2 · · · γNN

 (7.11)
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with

αi = λmin(Mi)− ι9 −
∑
j∈Ni

2ι9 (7.12)

βij =
‖Pi‖2‖BiLij +Hij‖2

ι9
(7.13)

γii =
‖Pi‖2‖BiKi‖2

ι9
(7.14)

γij =
‖Pi‖2‖BiLij‖2

ι9
(7.15)

where the “d” in Ad, Bd and Γd is for distinguishing the matrices in this chapter
(considering distributed systems) from the matrices in the previous chapters, ι9 is
a positive real such that αi > 0 and λmin(Mi) is the smallest eigenvalue of Mi for
i = 1, 2, ..., N .

Proof. Recalling that Vi = xTi Pixi, the derivative of Vi along the solution to
(7.5) satisfies

V̇i(xi(t)) ≤ −λmin(Mi)‖xi(t)‖2 + ‖2PiBiKi‖‖xi(t)‖‖ei(t)‖
+
∑
j∈Ni

‖2Pi(BiLij +Hij)‖‖xi(t)‖‖xj(t)‖

+
∑
j∈Ni

‖2PiBiLij‖‖xi(t)‖‖ej(t)‖ (7.16)

Observe that for any positive real ι9, the Young’s inequalities yield

‖2PiBiKi‖‖xi(t)‖‖ei(t)‖ ≤ ι9‖xi(t)‖2 +
‖Pi‖2‖BiKi‖2

ι9
‖ei(t)‖2

‖2Pi(BiLij +Hij)‖‖xi(t)‖‖xj(t)‖ ≤ ι9‖xi(t)‖2 +
‖Pi‖2‖BiLij +Hij‖2

ι9
‖xj(t)‖2

‖2PiBiLij‖‖xi(t)‖‖ej(t)‖ ≤ ι9‖xi(t)‖2 +
‖Pi‖2‖BiLij‖2

ι9
‖ej(t)‖2

Hence, the derivative of Vi along the solution to (7.5) satisfies

V̇i(x(t)) ≤ −αi‖xi(t)‖2 +
∑
j∈Ni

βij‖xj(t)‖2 + γii‖ei(t)‖2 +
∑
j∈Ni

γij‖ej(t)‖2

(7.17)

where αi, βij , γii and γij are as in Lemma 7.2. Notice that one can always find a ι9
such that αi > 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., N .
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By defining vectors

Vvec(xi(t)) := [V1(x1(t))V2(x2(t)) ... VN (xN (t))]T

‖x(t)‖vec := [‖x1(t)‖2 ‖x2(t)‖2 ... ‖xN (t)‖2]T

‖e(t)‖vec := [‖e1(t)‖2 ‖e2(t)‖2 ... ‖eN (t)‖2]T

the inequality (7.17) can be compactly written as

V̇vec(xi(t)) ≤ (−Ad +Bd)‖x(t)‖vec + Γd‖e(t)‖vec (7.18)

with Ad, Bd and Γd being as in Lemma 7.2.

If the spectral radius satisfies r((Ad)
−1
Bd) < 1, there exists a positive vector

µ ∈ Rn+ such that µT (−Ad + Bd) < 0. We refer readers to [11] for more details.
We select the Lyapunov function V (x(t)) := µTVvec(xi(t)). Then the derivative of
V yields

V̇ (x(t)) = µT V̇vec(xi(t))

≤ µT (−Ad +Bd)‖x(t)‖vec + µTΓd‖e(t)‖vec (7.19)

By noticing that µT (−Ad +Bd) < 0, we have

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −Ld‖x(t)‖vec + Jd‖e(t)‖vec (7.20)

where Ld := µT (Ad −Bd) and Jd := µTΓd are row vectors. Denote li and ji as the
entries of Ld and Jd, respectively. Then, (7.20) yields

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −
∑
i∈N

li‖xi(t)‖2 +
∑
i∈N

ji‖ei(t)‖2

= −
∑
i∈N

(li‖xi(t)‖2 − ji‖ei(t)‖2) (7.21)

which implies asymptotic stability with σi <
√

li
ji

. �

Remark 7.3. Lemma 7.2 can only deal with the case where ji > 0. The case ji = 0

is only possible whenever every entry in the i-th column in Γd is zero. In fact, ji = 0

implies that the error ‖ei(t)‖ never contributes to the system dynamics in view of
(7.21), which in turn implies that ‖ei(t)‖ does not affect stability at all. Therefore,
in the case ji = 0, no constraint on ‖ei(t)‖ is imposed. �
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7.2.2 Stabilization of distributed systems under DoS

In the previous analysis, we have introduced the design of a suitable σi and hence
error bound, under which the system is asymptotically stable in the absence of
DoS. By hypothesis, we also assumed the existence of a Round-robin transmission
that satisfies such error bound. In the presence of DoS, (7.6) is possibly violated
even though the sampling strategy is still Round-robin. Under such circumstances,
stability can be lost. Hence, we are interested in the stabilization problem when
the Round-robin network is under DoS attacks.

Theorem 7.4. Consider a distributed system as in (7.1) along with a control input
as in (7.2). The plant-controller information exchange takes place over a shared
network, in which the communication protocol is Round-robin with sampling interval
∆ satisfying Assumption 7.1. The large-scale system composed of the distributed
systems is asymptotically stable for any DoS sequence satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and
2.2 with arbitrary η and κ, and with τD and T if

1

T
+

∆∗
τD

<
ωd1

ωd1 + ωd2
(7.22)

in which ∆∗ = N∆, ωd1 := min{ li−σ2
i ji

λmax(Pi)µi
} and ωd2 := 4 max{ji}

min{µiλmin(Pi)} . li, ji, µi and
σi are as in Lemma 7.2.

Proof. The proof is divided into three steps:

Step 1. Lyapunov function in DoS-free periods. In DoS-free periods, by hypothesis
of Assumption 7.1, (7.6) holds true with σi as in Lemma 7.2 and V̇ (x(t)) in (7.21)
is negative. Therefore, the derivative of the Lyapunov function satisfies

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −
∑
i∈N

(li − jiσ2
i )‖xi(t)‖2

≤ −
∑
i∈N

li − σ2
i ji

λmax(Pi)µi
µiVi

= −ωd1V (7.23)

where ωd1 := min{ li−σ2
i ji

λmax(Pi)µi
}i=1,2,...,N . Thus for t ∈ [hn+τn, hn+1[ (DoS-free time),

the Lyapunov function yields

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ω
d
1 (t−hn−τn)V (x(hn + τn)) (7.24)

Step 2. Lyapunov function in DoS-active periods. Here we let bir denote the last
successful sampling instant before the occurrence of DoS (starting at hn). Recalling
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the definition of ei(t), we obtain that

ei(t) = xi(b
i
r)− xi(t) = xi(hn)− xi(t) (7.25)

and

‖ei(t)‖2 ≤ ‖xi(hn)‖2 + 2‖xi(t)‖‖xi(hn)‖+ ‖xi(t)‖2 (7.26)

for t ∈ Hn. By summing up ‖ei(t)‖2 for i ∈ N , we obtain∑
i∈N
‖ei(t)‖2 ≤

∑
i∈N
‖xi(hn)‖2 +

∑
i∈N
‖xi(t)‖2 +

∑
i∈N

(‖xi(hn)‖2 + ‖xi(t)‖2)

= 2
∑
i∈N
‖xi(hn)‖2 + 2

∑
i∈N
‖xi(t)‖2 (7.27)

If
∑
i∈N ‖xi(hn)‖2 ≤

∑
i∈N ‖xi(t)‖2, we have that

∑
i∈N ‖ei(t)‖2 ≤ 4

∑
i∈N ‖xi(t)‖2.

Otherwise, we have
∑
i∈N ‖ei(t)‖2 ≤ 4

∑
i∈N ‖xi(hn)‖2

Recalling (7.21), it is simple to see that

V̇ (x(t)) ≤
∑
i∈N

ji‖ei(t)‖2 (7.28)

Thus, for all t ∈ Hn (DoS-active time) in the case that
∑
i∈N ‖xi(hn)‖2 ≤

∑
i∈N ‖xi(t)‖2,

the derivative of the Lyapunov function yields

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ max{ji}
∑
i∈N
‖ei(t)‖2

≤ 4 max{ji}
∑
i∈N
‖xi(t)‖2

≤ 4 max{ji}
min{µiλmin(Pi)}

∑
i∈N

µiV (xi(t))

= ωd2V (x(t)) (7.29)

with ωd2 :=
4 max{ji}i=1,2,...,N

min{µiλmin(Pi)}i=1,2,...,N
. On the other hand, one has

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ ωd2V (x(hn)) (7.30)

for for all t ∈ Hn if
∑
i∈N ‖xi(hn)‖2 >

∑
i∈N ‖xi(t)‖2. Thus, (7.29) and (7.30)

imply the Lyapunov function during Hn satisfies

V (x(t)) ≤ eω
d
2 (t−hn)V (x(hn)) (7.31)

Step 3. Switching between stable and unstable modes. Consider a DoS attack
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with period τn, at the end of which the overall system has to wait an additional
period with length N∆ to have a full round of communications. Hence, the period
where at least one subsystem transmission is not successful can be upper bounded
by τn +N∆. For all τ, t ∈ R≥0 with t ≥ τ , the total length where communication is
not possible over [τ, t[, say |Ξ̂(τ, t)|, can be upper bounded by

|Ξ̂(τ, t)| ≤ |Ξ(τ, t)|+ (1 + n(τ, t))∆∗

≤ κ∗ +
t− τ
T∗

(7.32)

where ∆∗ = N∆, κ∗ := κ + (1 + η)∆∗ and T∗ := τDT
τD+T∆∗

. Considering the
additional waiting time due to Round-robin, the Lyapunov function in (7.24) yields
V (x(t)) ≤ e−ωd1 (t−hn−τn−N∆)V (hn + τn +N∆)) for t ∈ [hn + τn +N∆, hn+1[ and
V (x(t)) ≤ eωd2 (t−hn)V (hn) for t ∈ [hn, hn + τn +N∆[.

Thus, the overall behavior of the closed-loop system can be regarded as a
switched system with two modes. Applying simple iterations to the Lyaponov
functions in and out of DoS status, one has

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ω
d
1 |Θ̂(0,t)|eω

d
2 |Ξ̂(0,t)|V (x(0))

≤ eκ∗(ω1+ω2)e−β∗tV (x(0)) (7.33)

where β∗ := ωd1 − (ωd1 + ωd2)(∆∗
τD

+ 1
T ) and Θ̂(τ, t) = [τ, t]\Ξ̂(τ, t). By constraining

β∗ < 0, one obtains the desired result in (7.22). Hence, stability is implied at once.
�

Remark 7.5. The resilience of the distributed systems depends on the largeness of
ωd1 and the smallness of ωd2 . To achieve this, one can try to find Ki and Lij such
that ‖BiKi‖ and ‖BiLij‖ are small. On the other hand, the sampling interval of
Round-robin also affects stability in the sense that it determines how fast the overall
system can restore the communication. One can always apply smaller Round-robin
inter-sampling time to reduce the left-hand side of (7.22) at the expense of higher
communication load.

7.3 Resilient control with reduced communication:
hybrid transmission strategy

In the foregoing argument (cf. Remark 7.5), we have shown that system resilience
depends on the sampling rate of Round-robin. The faster the sampling rate of
Round-robin, the quicker the overall system restores the communication. On the
other hand, in DoS-free periods, we are interested in the possibility of reducing
communication load while maintaining the comparable robustness as in the last
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section. To realize this, we propose a hybrid transmission strategy: in the absence
of DoS, the communications of the distributed systems are event-based; if DoS
occurs, the communications switch to Round-robin until the moment where every
subsystem has one successful update.

The advantage of event-triggered control is saving communication resources.
However, the effectiveness of prolonging transmission intervals, in turn, appears
to be a disadvantage in the presence of DoS. The main shortcoming concerns that
event-triggered control could potentially prolong DoS status. For example, consider
that the sampling strategy is purely event-based. After a DoS attack, there is a short
period where communications are possible, during which the error bounds as in
(7.6) are not violated so that systems do not update. If DoS appears soon, this is
equivalent to the scenario that systems face a longer DoS attack. This indicates
that a better strategy is to save communications in the absence of DoS and restore
communications as soon as possible when DoS is over, which leads indeed to the
hybrid communication strategy.

7.3.1 Zeno-free event-triggered control of distributed systems
in the absence of DoS

Abusing the notation, in this section we denote {tik} as the triggering time sequence
of subsystem i under event-triggered control scheme. For a given initial condition
xi(0), if tik converges to a finite ti∗, we say that the event-triggered control induces
Zeno behavior [49, 50]. Hence, Zeno-freeness implies an event-triggered control
scheme preventing the occurrence of Zeno behavior. The following lemma addresses
the Zeno-free event-triggered control.

Lemma 7.6. Consider a distributed system as in (7.1) along with the control input
as in (7.2). Suppose that the spectral radius r((Ad)−1

Bd) < 1. In the absence of DoS,
the large-scale system composed of the distributed systems is practically stable and
Zeno-free if the event-triggered law satisfies

‖ei(t)‖ ≤ max{σi‖xi(t)‖, ci} (7.34)

in which ci is a positive finite real and

σi < min{

√
li
ji
, 1} (7.35)

where li and ji are the same as in Lemma 7.2.

Proof. By Lemma 7.2 if spectral radius r((Ad)
−1
Bd) < 1, (7.21) holds true.

Then one can observe that the event-triggered control law (7.34) leads (7.21) to
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V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −
∑
i∈N

(li‖xi(t)‖2 − ji max{σ2
i ‖xi(t)‖2, c2i })

≤ max{−
∑
i∈N

(li − jiσ2
i )‖xi(t)‖2,−

∑
i∈N

li‖xi(t)‖2 +
∑
i∈N

jic
2
i }

≤ −
∑
i∈N

(li − jiσ2
i )‖xi(t)‖2 +

∑
i∈N

jic
2
i (7.36)

which implies practical stability with σi < min{
√

li
ji
, 1} and finite ci.

Then we introduce the analysis about Zeno-freeness of this distributed event-
triggered control law. Since ėi(t) = −ẋi(t), then the dynamics of ei satisfy

ėi(t) = Aiei(t)− Φixi(t
i
k)−

∑
j∈Ni

(BiLij +Hij)xj(t
j
k) +

∑
j∈Ni

Hijej(t)(7.37)

From the triggering law (7.34), one obtains ‖xi(tik)−xi(t)‖ ≤ max{σi‖xi(t)‖, ci}
and further calculations yield ‖xi(t)‖− ‖xi(tik)‖ ≤ σi‖xi(t)‖+ ci. Thus, it is simple
to verify that ‖ei(t)‖ ≤ σ̄i‖xi(tik)‖+ σ̄ici, where σ̄i := σi

1−σi .

For each i, at ti−k+1, ‖ei(t)‖ satisfies

‖ei(ti−k+1)‖ ≤ fi‖Φi‖‖xi(tik)‖+ fi
∑
j∈Ni

‖BiLij +Hij‖m̄+ fi
∑
j∈Ni

‖Hij‖σ̄j(m̄+ cj)

(7.38)

where fi :=
∫ tik+1

tik
eAi(t

i
k+1−τ)dτ , m̄ = max{‖xj(tjp)‖} for tik ≤ tjp < tik+1 and j ∈ Ni.

Meanwhile, the triggering law in (7.34) implies that ‖ei(ti−k+1)‖ ≥ ci. Then, one
immediately sees that

tik+1 − tik ≥Mi, ifλAi ≤ 0,

tik+1 − tik ≥ 1
λAi

log(MiµAi + 1), ifλAi > 0,
(7.39)

in which

Mi :=
ci

‖Φi‖‖xi(tik)‖+ m̄
∑
j∈Ni ζij +

∑
j∈Ni ‖Hij‖σ̄jcj

where ζij := ‖BiLij+Hij‖+‖Hij‖σ̄j and λAi is the logarithmic norm of Ai. Notice
that the system is practically stable, so that ‖xi(tik)‖ and m̄ are bounded. This
implies thatMi > 0 and hence tik+1 − tik > 0. �
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7.3.2 Stabilization of distributed systems with hybrid transmis-
sion strategy under DoS

As a counterpart of Assumption 7.1, here we assume that there exists a Round-robin
sampling interval ∆ satisfying (7.34). Now we are ready to present the following
result.

Theorem 7.7. Consider a distributed system as in (7.1) along with a control input as
in (7.2). The plant-controller information exchange takes place over a shared network
implementing the event-triggered control law (7.34) in the absence of DoS. Suppose
that there exists a Round-robin sampling interval ∆ such that (7.34) holds. The
network is subject to DoS attacks regulated by Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, during which
the communication switches to Round-robin until every subsystem updates successfully.
Then the large-scale system composed of the distributed systems is practically stable if
(7.22) holds true.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 7.4, considering the additional waiting
time N∆ due to Round-robin for the restoring of communications, in DoS-free
periods the Lyapunov function satisfies

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ω
d
1 (t−hn−τn−N∆)V (x(hn + τn +N∆)) +

c

ωd1
(7.40)

for t ∈ [hn + τn + N∆, hn+1[, where ωd1 is as in Theorem 7.4 and c :=
∑N
i=1 jic

2
i .

On the other hand, (7.31) still holds for t ∈ [hn, hn + τn +N∆[.
Applying the very similar calculation as in Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 7.4,

we obtain

V (x(t)) ≤ e−ω
d
1 |Θ̂(0,t)|eω

d
2 |Ξ̂(0,t)|V (x(0)) +

q∑
n=0

e−ω
d
1 |Θ̂(hn,t)|eω

d
2 |Ξ̂(hn,t)| c

ωd1
+

c

ωd1

≤ eκ∗(ω
d
1+ωd2 )e−β∗tV (x(0)) + eκ∗(ω

d
1+ωd2 )

q∑
n=0

e−β∗(t−hn) c

ωd1
+

c

ωd1
(7.41)

where n ∈ Z0, q := sup{n ∈ N0|hn ≤ t} and β∗ is as in the proof of Theorem 7.4.
Notice that t − hn ≥ τDn(hn, t) − τDη by exploiting Assumption 2.1. Then, the
Lyapunov function yields

V (x(t)) ≤ eκ∗(ω
d
1+ωd2 )e−β∗tV (x(0)) + eκ∗(ω

d
1+ωd2 )+β∗τDη

q∑
n=0

e−β∗τDn(hn,t)
c

ω1
+

c

ω1

(7.42)

Recalling the definition of Assumption 2.1, one has that n(hn, t)− n(hn+1, t) ≥ 1
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for t ≥ hn+1. This implies that

q∑
n=0

e−β∗τDn(hn,t) ≤ 1

1− e−β∗τD
(7.43)

Finally, (7.42) can be written as

V (x(t)) ≤ eκ∗(ω
d
1+ωd2 )e−β∗tV (x(0)) +

eκ∗(ω1+ω2)+β∗τDη

1− e−β∗τD
c

ωd1
+

c

ωd1
(7.44)

If (7.22) holds, it is simple to verify that β∗ < 0 , which implies practical stability.
�

7.4 Simulation

7.4.1 Example 1

The numerical example is taken from [25]. The systems are open-loop unstable
such as

ẋ1(t) = x1(t) + u1(t) + x2(t)

ẋ2(t) = x2(t) + u2(t)

under distributed control inputs such that

u1(t) = −4.5x1(t1k)− 1.4x2(t2k)

u2(t) = −6x2(t2k)− x1(t1k)

Solutions of the Lyapunov equation ΦTi Pi + PiΦi + Mi = 0 with Mi = 1

(i = 1, 2) yields P1 = 0.1429 and P2 = 0.1. The matrices are Ad = [0.7 0; 0 0.9],
Bd = [0 0.0327; 0.1 0] and Γd = [4.1327 0.4; 0.1 3.6] according to Lemma 7.2.
From these parameters, we obtain that the spectral radius r((Ad)

−1
B) = 0.072,

σ1 < 0.3765 and σ2 < 0.4657. We let σ1 = σ2 = 0.2. Based on Assumption 7.1, we
choose Round-robin sampling interval ∆ = 0.01s.

With those parameters, we obtain the bound ωd1
ωd1+ωd2

≈ 0.0175 with ωd1 ≈ 3.0149

and ωd2 ≈ 169.3061. This implies that a maximum duty cycle of 1.75% of a sustained
DoS would not destabilize our systems in the example. Actually, this bound is
conservative. The systems in inspection can endure more DoS without losing
stability. As shown in Figure 7.1, lines represent states and gray stripes represent
the presence of DoS. Over a simulation horizon of 20s, the DoS corresponds to
parameters of τD ≈ 1.8182 and T ≈ 2.5, and ∼ 40% of transmission failures.
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Figure 7.1: Example 1: Top picture—States under pure Round-robin communication where
there are 1200 successful transmissions in total; Bottom picture—States under hybrid
communication strategy where there are 112 successful transmissions.

According to (7.22), we obtain ∆∗
τD

+ 1
T = 0.411 which violates the theoretical

bound, but the system is still stable.
Meanwhile, the hybrid transmission strategy is able to reduce communications

effectively. As shown in Figure 7.1, the number of transmissions with the hybrid
transmission strategy is only 10% of one with the pure Round-robin strategy.

7.4.2 Example 2

In this example, we consider a physical system in [69]. The system is composed
of N inverted pendulums interconnected as a line by springs, whose states are
xi = [x̄i x̃i]

T for i = 1, 2, ..., N . Here, we consider a simple case where N = 3. The
parameters of the pendulums are

A1 = A3 =

[
0 1

3.75 0

]
, A2 =

[
0 1

2.5 0

]
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B1 = B2 = B3 =

[
0

0.25

]

H12 = H21 = H23 = H32 =

[
0 0

1.25 0

]
The parameter of designed controllers are given by

K1 = K3 = [−23 − 12], K2 = [−18 − 12]

L12 = L32 = [−5 0.25], L21 = L23 = [−4.75 − 0.25]

Figure 7.2: Example 2: Top picture—States under pure Round-robin communication during
which there are 11997 successful transmissions; Bottom picture—States under hybrid
communication strategy where there are 208 successful transmissions.
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With the solutions of Lyapunov function ΦTi Pi +PiΦi +Mi = 0 where Mi = I2 and
i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain

Ad =

 0.67 0 0

0 0.45 0

0 0 0.67

 , Bd =

 0 0.0608 0

0.1217 0 0.1217

0 0.0608 0

 ,
Γd =

 47.7983 24.4007 0

22.0276 33.2386 22.0276

0 24.4007 47.7983


With Ad, Bd and Γd we obtain that r((Ad)

−1
B) = 0.2216, σ1 < 0.0646, σ2 < 0.0844

and σ3 < 0.0646. We select σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = 0.01. The Round-robin sampling
interval is chosen as ∆ = 0.001s according to Assumption 7.1. Follow the same
procedures as in Example 1, we obtain ωd1

ωd1+ωd2
≈ 0.00012, which is considerably

conservative. In fact, if the systems are under the same DoS attacks as in Example
1, they are still stable, which can be seen from Figure 7.2. The conservativeness
is due to the unstable dynamics of the inverted pendulums, the feedback gain Ki

and the coupling parameter Lij in the controllers. It is worth investigating how to
design suitable Ki and Lij to mitigate this effect (cf. Remark 7.5).

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigated the problem of stabilizing distributed systems
under Denial-of-Service, characterizing DoS frequency and duration under which
stability can be preserved. In order to save communication resources, we also
consider a hybrid communication strategy. It turns out that the hybrid transmission
strategy can reduce communication load effectively and prevent Zeno behavior
while preserving the same robustness as pure Round-robin protocol.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future research

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis investigates the control of networked systems under Denial-of-Service
attacks. Specifically, we have shown in Chapters 3–6 that by equipping the control
systems with prediction capabilities, the resilience of centralized systems can be
significantly improved, compared with the ones under pure static state-feedback
control systems. The detailed conclusions are as follows.

• In Chapter 3, we consider the simplest scenario where the whole process
state is measurable by sensors and the network bandwidth is infinite. It was
shown that under those assumptions the use of dynamical observers with
state resetting mechanism makes it possible to maximize the amount of DoS
that one can tolerate for a general class of DoS signals.

• In Chapter 4, supposing that the whole process state is measurable by sensors,
the stabilization problem of a networked control system under limited channel
bandwidth and Denial-of-Service attacks was investigated. It was shown that
the sufficient condition of bit rate for stabilization depends on the unstable
eigenvalues of the system matrix of the process as well as the DoS parameters.

• In Chapter 5, the problem of designing DoS-resilient control architectures for
state-output process with infinite communication bandwidth was discussed.
It was shown that the system robustness involves the observability index of
the process, and if the communication protocol is acknowledgment-based
then one can recover the same robustness as in the case of the full-state
measurements in Chapter 3.

• In Chapter 6, we compared the co-located and remote control architectures.
We have quantified the robustness “gap” between this architecture and the
co-located one. It was shown that increasing the prediction horizon can
increase the system’s resilience against DoS.

Apart from the centralized control systems, the stabilization problem for dis-
tributed systems under DoS attacks has also been discussed in the thesis.
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• In Chapter 7, we investigated the problem of stabilizing distributed systems
under Denial-of-Service, characterizing DoS frequency and duration under
which stability can be preserved. Besides, the hybrid transmission strategy
can reduce communication load effectively and prevent Zeno behavior while
preserving the same robustness as pure Round-robin protocol.

8.2 Future research

The results presented in this thesis lend themselves to be extended in various
directions. Regarding the centralized control systems in Chapters 3-6, an interesting
investigation concerns the robustness against process modeling uncertainties. In
[33], a finite-time hybrid observer is considered, which induces a KL-like bound
on the state estimation error for a class of unmodelled dynamics that accounts for
additive uncertainty on both process state and output matrices. These results are
particularly appealing in scenarios where fast rate of convergence is of primary
importance.

From another viewpoint, regarding Chapters 4 and 6, the case of partial state
measurements represents an interesting research venue, and can be possibly inves-
tigated following the similar steps as in [22]. Moreover, the analysis in Chapter
4 can be possibly applied to achieve the corresponding bit-rate bounds under the
different packet-drop models considered in [14]. Another interesting research
line for Chapter 6 pertains how to prolong the controller sampling interval so that
a fixed-size buffer can handle a longer prediction time without losing stability.
Self-triggered control seems well suited to approach this problem since plant input
predictions and actuation times can be jointly computed at the controller side.

With respect to the contents of Chapter 7, an interesting research direction
is the stabilization problem of networked distributed systems, where a fraction
of the distributed systems are under DoS. The fraction number could be fixed or
time-varying. It is also interesting to investigate the problem where DoS attacks
imposing on distributed systems are asynchronous with different frequencies and
durations.
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Summary
Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) have attracted much attention due to the advances
in automation. By integrating communication and computation technologies, CPSs
have a broad spectrum of applications ranging from the control of small local
systems to the control of large-scale systems, some of which are safety-critical. This
raises the issue of reliability of CPSs to a considerably important level. Among a
variety of aspects in reliability problems, the security of CPSs becomes a challenge
from both practical and theoretical points of view.

This thesis investigates the stabilization problem of networked control systems
under Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. Intuitively, implementing predictor-based
controllers can compensate for the data loss due to DoS attacks by estimating the
lost signals, and hence the resilience of control systems can be improved. Following
this idea, we have developed the resilient controllers by exploiting the recent
results in finite-time observers. It is interesting to see that the resilience of the
networked control systems depends on the prediction accuracy and horizon, where
in this thesis the prediction accuracy is affected by the ease of state observation and
quantization. It is straightforward that quantization affects prediction precision
since prediction is made based on received quantized data. The ease of state
observation also affects the accuracy of estimation in the sense that if one cannot
collect enough transmissions, then the estimation made based on the observed state
is biased. As for the prediction horizon, we have shown that the co-located control
architecture with predictor-based controller yields a stronger resilience than the
one under the remote predictor-buffer-based controller since the co-located one
amounts to having an infinite buffer capacity (prediction horizon). If the buffer
capacity (prediction horizon) of the remote control architecture is infinite, then the
remote control system behaves like the co-located controller.

Besides this, the thesis also investigates the stabilization problem of distributed
systems under DoS attacks. Considering a shared network, we have shown that a
sufficient condition of stability of the distributed systems under DoS depends on
DoS attack intensity, network sampling interval, system matrices of the distributed
systems, and the couplings between them.





Samenvatting
Cyber-Physische Systemen (CPS’s) hebben veel aandacht gekregen door vorderin-
gen op het gebied van automatisering. CPS’s combineren communicatietechnologie
met regelsystemen, waardoor het een breed scala aan toepassingen kent. Dit soort
systemen kunnen zowel kleine lokale systemen zijn als grootschalige regelsystemen,
waaronder mogelijk zelfs veiligheidskritische systemen. Hierdoor zijn onderwerpen
als veiligheid en betrouwbaarheid een belangrijk aspect van CPS’s. Echter, vanwege
een verscheidenheid aan betrouwbaarheidsproblemen, is het een grote uitdaging
om de veiligheid van CPS’s te garanderen vanuit zowel een praktisch en theoretisch
oogpunt.

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt het probleem om genetwerkte systemen te stabili-
seren en te controleren wanneer de systemen worden blootgesteld aan Denial-of-
Service (DoS) aanvallen. Een mogelijkheid om te compenseren voor het verlies
van informatie door DoS-aanvallen is het vergroten van de weerbaarheid van de
regelsystemen door het implementeren van voorspellende regelaars die verloren
informatie kunnen reconstrueren. Zodoende hebben wij weerbare regelaars ontwik-
keld die gebruik maken van de recente resultaten in eindige-tijdwaarnemers. Het
is interessant om te zien dat de weerbaarheid van een genetwerkte regelsysteem
afhangt van de nauwkeurigheid en de horizon van de voorspelling. In dit proef-
schrift wordt de nauwkeurigheid van de voorspelling bepaalt door het gemak in het
observeren van de staat van het systeem en het kwantiseren van de transmissiedata.
Het is gemakkelijk te begrijpen dat de kwantisatie van de data, de nauwkeurigheid
van de voorspelling bëınvloed aangezien de voorspelling wordt gemaakt aan de
hand van de gekwantiseerde data. Het gemak waarmee de staat van de systemen
kan worden gemeten speelt een rol aangezien de reconstructie van de verloren data
bevooroordeeld wordt als er niet genoeg transmissies succesvol worden ontvan-
gen. Wat betreft de voorspellingshorizon hebben we laten zien dat regelsystemen
gecombineerd met voorspellende regelaars een grotere weerbaarheid tonen dan
regelsystemen met afzonderlijke buffer-gebaseerde voorspellende regelaars. Dit
komt doordat de gecombineerde voorspellende regelaars een oneindige buffer
capaciteit (voorspellingshorizon) hebben. Mocht de buffercapaciteit van de afzon-
derlijke buffer-gebaseerde voorspellende regelaars wel oneindig zijn, dan gedragen
de buffer-gebaseerde regelaars zich gelijk aan de gecombineerde regelaars.

Hiernaast is ook de stabiliteit van gedistribueerde systemen onder DoS-aanvallen
bestudeerd. Bijvoorbeeld, voor een gedeeld netwerk hebben we laten zien dat een
voldoende voorwaarde voor de stabiliteit van het gedistribueerde systeem onder
een DoS-aanval afhangt van de DoS-aanval, de meetfrequentie in het netwerk,
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de systeemmatrices van de gedistribueerde systemen, en de koppeling tussen de
systemen.
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